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ALDERMAN HANK
NOW HAS THE CALL

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. JUNE 15 1907.
WEATIIElt FORECAST.

McCracken For Willson
K.
For GoVernor of Kentucky
Capt, Ed. Farley Gets Instructions For State Treasurer
and Professor George 0. Mc.
Broom is Nominated For the
Legislature

He Can Easily Be Elected
Mayor of Paducah

OF C. INITIATE Ky. State Federation of
Woman's Club Coming Here
FIFTY TOMORROW

ToW STRIKES PIER

COL. DECKER POLITE,

AND BARGES SINK
CAUSING

BIG

10 CENTS PER WEEK

W$&

More Than Hundred Knights
Coming to This City

Tips His Hat With Chesterfieldian
Air to Parrot.

Paducah Wins Out in Contest
For Locat ion of Con ventic n
Next June-Mrs. Rudy's Address Heard With Interest

Col. A, J. Decker left his residence
at Muth and Jefferson street this
Mr. James P. Smith Declinea To
%VIII Attend Mass in Body, Introduce morning, and cutting across the
Make Race For Nomination tat
street made for Broadway. He had
candidates and Sit Down to
Account of Business.
gained the opposite pavement when
Fine Banquet.
a shrill feminine voice saluted him. MRS. E. M. POST HONORED.
FIRST DISTRICT
"Good morning." spoke the voice.
THAT
WAY.
and Cal. Decker raised his hat
HIS LETTER OF UlTITDRAWaL
SOME OF THE BIG SPEAKERS. gracefally and looked about, first to
Shelbyville, Ky., June 15. (Specone side and then the other, failing ial.)-Pad
ucah will get the next anIn a brief session, which at first
on all sides to see any one. He stopnual meeting of the Kentucky State
promised, a contest over the selection
ped, petered about more carefully,
Federation of Women's clubs in June,
Mr. James P. Smith will not be a
of a chairman, this afternoon, McBoats and trains will bring 1541 and still failed to see who had
spoken 19'1t4.
candidate' for the Republican nomiCracken county Republicans in
members of the Knights of Columbus when suddenly the voice
a
repeated
Mrs. Edmund M Post, of Paducah,
nation for mayor. Although it has
largely atteaded mass convention at
to Paducah to attend the initiation the salutation.
waa elected third vice-president of
been known several days that he dethe
court
house,
of
nominated
a
Hon.
class
of
511
Fair tonight and Sunday slowly
into that order, from
Col. Decker followed the sound and the
sired to withdraw from the race, his
Kentucky Federation of Women'
Memphis, Cairo, Nashville, Evans- sam perched on a tall •••1"' a
rising temperature. Highest temper- George 0. McBroom for representagreen clubs,
friends and people interested in setive,
and
instructed the delegation to
ville, St. Louis, Morganfield and parrot. Pulling his hat down
ature yesterday, 82; lowest today,
on
curing a good mayor for Paducah
The Paducah Woman's club was
the state convention to support Hon.
Owensboro. The morning will be his head with a jerk, he continued
62.
have been importuning him to reamong the other new clubs to make
Augustus E. Willson for governor.
spent at the St. Francis de Sales his walk.
main in the race. It is through no
its first report. Every sentence read
Captain Ed Farley, McCracken counchurch in worship and the initiation
fear of defeat that he withdraws.
by its preaidenta Mrs. Rudy, was apty's candidate for state treasurer,
TAFT IMPROVES.
will take place in•the afternoon, folHis busidess interests demand his
plauded, especially those in which
will be supported straight through
St. Paul, June 15.-Secretary
lowed in the evening by the largest
time. Many people have endeavored
she spoke of the co-operation of the
of War Taft, who was taken ill
for the place.
banquet ever given in Paducah, at
to make him see the necessity of
Paducah men. Mrs. Rudy read a tel.
Dr. Frank Boyd called the meeting
at Fort Snelling
yesterday, is
the Palmer House.
soaiebotas• making such a sacrifice in
to order and Ed R. Miller was nomistill indisposed today, hut sometfhroemtedtleieraCt'ioomn
inJohn T. Donovan will be toastmasthe public interest, at this time, but
what improved. actording to
nated for permanent chairman.
rntoercmiaeletcliunb PaDr.
ter, and while a program of responses
(v'gitrianrigi
he has decided otherwise. His withBoyd was nominated by C. C. Bell,
ducah next year.
his physicians. He is in bed but
could not be arranged before the ardrawal is one of the most regrettable
eweets to leave for Sioux Falls
and had about two-thirds the deleMrs. Whitesides for the Kinderrival of the visitors, the following
Incidents in local politics. It is known
gates. He retained the chair and Irtonight.
garten association, made a brilliant
prominent members of the order will
tha the influences behind the Demovin Clark was named secretary. Dr
speak: John S. Leahy, St. Louis, Man Wounded There, But Dies report of the far-reaching a-ork of
cratic machine have been fearful of
Boyd will name the 24 delegates to Troubles of Farmers
NAVY FUNERAL.
the association, which hat; co-operatDo
state
Not
deputy of Missouri; W. T.
Mr. Smith's candidacy, since Alderthe state convention.
Newport News, June 15.
ed
in
with clubs and individuals
Tennessee
andiMarshall
in
Drewry,
Morganfield, lecturer; Laman Harry Rank made no effort to
Funeral aervices were held on
Prevent Big Increase In Vega Clements,
Porto
Meta. Argentine
Republic.
pleasantly rememsecure the nomination.
County Indicts His Assail- Brazil and other distant countries.
the battleship 'Minnesota today
Marshall For Willson.
Money Exchange For Week bered here in a lecture at the KenThose, who wanted
Mr. Smith
Benton, Ky., June 15.-(Special)
for the II men, who went down
After Mrs. Whitesides' report a motucky,
and
a
grand
knight
Owensof
ant For Murder
have renewed their efforts to bring
with the launch from that ship
-Marshall .county
Republicans totion
was carried to have the exampboro;
Just
P.
H.
Ended
Smith
government foreout Alderman Harry Hank. He has
day instructed their nine delegates
Monday night. The launch 'was
les of the asaociation's work passed
caster at Cairo, and a grand knight,
never openly declared that he would
to support Hon. A. E. Willson for
located` last night and at dayon to all the counties of Kentucky,
and Dr. J. T. Walsh, deputy grand
not accept the nomination, although
Hula the work of raising it with
governor at the state convention.
Humane Sorictiett.
BOYD IS ADMITTED Tf.) BAIL.
knight. Caro-.
he discouraged his friends from their
derricks began.
LOCAL
BUSINESS
Mrs. William R. Belknap, of LouisCONDITION. •s, At 9 o'clock Sunday morning the
efforts. Alderman Harry Hank cau
Calloway For Willson.
ville, voioed the greetings from the
*embers will assemble in the Red
win the election.
Murray, Ky., June 15.-(Speciall
THEATER FIRE.
"federation's youngest child," the
.Men's
hall,
North
Fourth
street,
and
Mr. Smith's Letter.
-Calloway Republicans
Chicago,
Instructed
15.- The
June
Benton, Ky., June 15. (Special.) Woman's Auxiliary of the Kentucky
march to the church at 10:15 o'clock.
In his letter, announcing his decitheir eight delegates to the state conOlympic theater, the
Bank clearings
oldest
$849,006
The
finding of an indictment by Humane society.
lunch
After
the
members
will
gather
sion, Mr. Smith says:
vaudeville house • in Chicago,. vention to support A. E. Willson for
Same week last year 5709,688
"In coming before you," she said.
at the lodge hall at 1:30 o'clock for the Marshall county grand jury
To Taxpayers of Paducah and Demogovernor, Judge James Breathitt for
was practically destroyed by tire
Increase
*139,318
"we are hoping that we wilt find
the
initiation
and
from
there
will
cratic Taxpayers:
go
against
Moody
Boyd
attorney
for
the
midnight.
alleged
at
general, and Capt. Ed FarThe loss is 11150,many women throughout the state as
to the banquet hall at 8:30 o'clock.
Replying to your most complimen005). The fire caused
ley for state treasurer.
terror
murder of Ben Cloise in Marshall eager as were
Depression in the rural districts
the women of Louisthe
initiation,
Cairo
tary and highly appreciated call, askwill
exempliamong guests at the Union hotel
has not been sufficient to hold down
fy the first degree; Morganfleld, the county', presents a new point of law ville to undertake similar work for
ing me to become a candidate for the
which adjoins the theater.
Ballard For Willson.
the natural buoyancy of
business
for Circuit Judge William Reed to the protection and care of dumb anioffice of mayor of the city of PaduWickliffe, Ky., June 15a-(Spe- conditions, and the last two weeks second degree, and St. bottle the third
cah, will say, that a feeling of great
degree,
decide.
In the words of Judge Reed, mals." She reviewed the history of
cial)-Ballard
county Republicans have seen records made in the bank
MINE ILL PROTECTED.
her society, which, started May 22
Interest in the commercial and mor•
Bridgeport, 0., June L3.
Instructed their six delegates to the clearings, that are in keeping with
when asked for an intimation as to
last, already has, she stated, upal welfare and future of our city, and
state convention to support Hon. A. the promising outlook at the first of
District Mine Inspector Jones
how he will decide, it will come "un- wards of 154) members, and gave a
a desire to be of some material benE. Willeon for governor, Capt. Ed the year. Spring was skipped in the
today closed the Red Mud mine,
der the head of new business," which general sketch of the movement for
efit to you as taxpayers, has led me
Earle, for treasurer, and
employing 200 men, because
Judge retail stores practically, but the peomeans he will act only when the mat- the protection of animals. Coming
thus far to a serious and careful conprovide
James
Breathitt for' attorney general. ple could not }singer wear winter
the company failed to
to the work in Kentucky the speaker
sideration of the matter, not oq a poter is formally reached.
proper protection for the men.
clothes and the first half of June
said that outside of Louisville there
litical but a business tools, with the
Warranta were issued for officers
Boyd
shot
and
mortally
wounded
Carlisle For Willson.
has witnessed something like normal
are humane societies now in HenderhOpe that I could arrange my personBen Cloise.
Both are farmers
of the company.
Bardwell, Ky., June 15.-(Spe- conditions in the stores. The wholeson, Frankfort, Covington, Lexingal Interests so that I would be enaand
Cloise
left the stata
and
claD-Carlisie county
Republicans sale trades, too, are rebounding from
bled to grant your request, since I
CHICAGO STRIKE.
went to Tennessee, where he died of ton.' Georgetown, Danville and PaduInstructed their five delegates to the the spring depression and probably
am convinced that it Is the duty of
Funeral
Will
be
Held
Monday
Chicago, June 15.-4' plythe wounds. Boyd came in and sur- cah, but they are not strictly women's
state convention to support Willson what saved the businesa world from
every citizen to have and to hold that
organizations and therefore not meming with lie:tractions from headrendered,
but there was no warrant
for governor, Farley for state treas- a serious set-back, was the fact that
at Residence, Burial lin Mainterest in municipal matters, which
bers of the federation. She added:
quarters, theusamis of teamsters
for
him.
The
Marshall county grand
urer. and Breathitt for attorney gen- when the depression was entered,. the
would lead him to devote a part of
"We hope, however, that there will
of the stock yards are prepared
jury
returned
sonic
the
indictment
Cemetery---Ma
yestereral.
rriages
manufacturing
lines
had
orders
his time when solicited, or needed to
to aluindon their poets at 12
day and the question of whether Boyd SO011 be many more and especially
booked for months ahead. Few of
the care of the city and her People,
Over
the
River
o'clock tonight.,Delivery of meat
can
be tried on it in Kentucky has that they will take advantage of the
these have been cancelled and orders
Instruct For Farley.
get notwithstanding, I have reaehed
opportunity for united and effective
to start at 1 o'clock for the subbeen
presented.
Hickman, Ky., June 15---(Special) are now coming in again in a satisthis conclusion: that to discharge the
urbs mast he made by non-unThere were no eye witnesses to the effort offered to them through mem-The Fulton county Republicans in- factory volume.
duties of the office according to my
bership la the State Federation:*
ion drivers, unless the strike is
shooting,
but Boyd claims Clohte was
structed
delegates
six
their
to the
Tobacco again this week, as last, A
HICKORY
ideas, and in such a manner as to be
GROVE COUPLE..
In closing, Mrs. Belknap enumeraverted by concessions from the
advancing
on
him
with
a
('lub.
state convention to support Capt. Ed played the largest part in the local
of worth to you, as well as credit to
ated the evils against which the hupackent before the hours menCourt
Finally Adjourns.
Farley'for state treasurer. The dele- financial market. As - far as the
myself. would mean no less than a
tioned.
Judge Reed at noon finally ad- mane societies are directing their efgation is favorable to Hon. A. E. farmers are concerned they have not
separation of both time and thought
forts, laying stress on the checkWillson for governor.
Metropolis, ill., June 15.- (ape- journed the Marshall county circuit
figured in this week's transactions,
'from my personal and private interrein evil and docking of horses' tails.
ONLY ONE BODY.
court
after
a
week's
session,
an
uncial)-Mr.
Walter McCawley, manthe transactions involving the forests, and such a sacrifice in justice
Washington, June 15.-a tea
usually
short
one.
The petit jury
to myself and family, I cannot make
eign buyers and domestic manufact- ager of the Quante mills, who develGraves County For Witham,
"LADY RHYTHM" DIES.
vphone message to the navy deyesterday
oped lockjaw as the result of run- sat but four days, and
nor consider further.
Mayfield, Ky., June 15.-Special) urers and brokers.
win men t from the ciiflifluintii*iit
Judge
Reed
cautioned
ning
the
a
grand
splinter
jury
in
his
hand,
died
last
-- Rufus Riley. was nominated by
To the Republican party and my
While it is admitted
that the
George Goodman Lomeli Fine Mare
of the Norfolk navy yard anDemocratic Mende, I desire to exGraves county Republicans tbday for spring depression will hear a harvest evening at 5 o'clock. The funeral will to wind up business by noon today
From Colic.
nounces that the wrecked launch
as
he
intended
take
to
place
discharge
Monday afternoon at 2
it. The
tend sincere and grateful thanks for
the legislature. The state delegation next fall in poor crops and a general
"Lady Rhythm," the three-yearof the Minnesota was raised to
the confidence shown in me, and for
was Instructed to support Willson for financial loss to the farmers, the o'clock at the residence, Ferry street, grand jury returned but the one imold trotting mare owned by
the surface and contained only
Mr.
the great honor they would do ine.
governor, Farley for state treasurer, prosperity in America was so great between Fifth and Sixth streets. The portant indictment.
One body, that of a fireman.
George H. Goodman, died this mornburial
Masonic
Boyd
will
the
be
.will
in
be
cemereleased
on
bond
of
formally
general.
decline.
and. Breathitt for attorney
• when this little
which I new
business cyclone
The search will be continued by
ing of colic at the fair ground
Assuring you of my desire to cowas struck, that the damage done. tery. The Rev. W A. Spence. Congre- $2,5VO. He lives near Olive.
the other bodies.
divers
stables. Last night at super time
for
officiiite. Mr.
operate with yen on any move
Uninstructed.
great as it is and will be, cannot be gational niinister,
she was all right, and at 9 o'clock
of
Mr.
In Bankruptcy.
measute which would mean a bigger
Princeton. Ky., June 15.-(Spe- suffitient to head off our prosperity. McCawley was son-in-law
BEAR MARKET.
An orti-r of sale of 18a acres of was first seized with colic.
and better Paducah, or be a benefit
cial)-A lively fight for control of Then, American farmers in the lava August Quante and is survived by his
by
"Lady Rhythm" was sired
boars
-The
15.
Chicago,
June
wife.
land,
and the appraisement of 85 adpeople,
am
intereats
convention
I
or
to her
is half-dozen years have become bank
the Republican county
of the wheat market were out in
ditional acres in Livingston county, "Rhythmic." of Lexington, a trotter
Yours truly,
on, and an unamstructed delegation Is depositors-and they are prepared,
today. Each carried a
force
At Gretna Green.
was made by Referee in Bankruptcy witka 2:0.6% mark, and was bought
J. P. SMITH
expected.
along with the rest of the business
sledge hammer which he used on
Mr. Frank U. Durett, of Paducah, E. W. Bagby in the case of John F. from Lexington turfmen by Mr. GoodJune 14_1907..
world, to see a loss withdut ruin.
prices Early it broke a half cent
and Miss Nellie Moody, of Maxon NVatson, bankrupt. Creditors dis- man in February. She was the most
Hickman For Willson.
Mills, wore married last night by covered that Watson had transferred promising tretter in the stables here
in July wheat. Other operations
Clinton, Ky., June 15.--(Special)
ALARM CLOCK SCARES
COAL MERCHANTS LEAVE
dropped several points.
Maglat rate Liggett.
-Hickman county Repuhlieans in85 acres of land to he wife and and cost Mr. Goodman 8325. Only
SNEAK THIEF FROM HOUSE
AFTER ENJOYING SMOKER
Tuesday be refused an offer of $500
Nathan McOoyle, 21 years old, and nephew prior to filing a
structed their seven delegates to the
petition in
-her. She was registered.
for
Margaret
Mitchell,
IX
years
old,
both
MARKET.
GRAIN
support
Willson
convention
to
state
bankruptcy,
reserving
his home place
A dollar and a half alarm clock
After an interesting two days' ses- of Hickory Grove, were married this
Mr. Wynn Tully returned from
Cincinnati, June 15.-'Wheat,
and Farley.
served a double purpose last night,
sion. the Kentucky-Tennessee Retail morning by Magistrate 1.iggett,.:They In his own name and" claiming it St. Louis this morning with a fine
95; morn, 50%; oats, 48%.
awakening a policeman In time to go
Coal Merchants' association adjourn- were accompanied by J. J. Finley. exempt. The trustee eyed and re- trotter. The horse is yet green, but
Njarion Uninetructed.
covered the property transferred by
on duty and frightening away a
ed amt night, after a banquet and
D. Riley and
Maryetta
will be taken to the Matinee club race
Marion, Ky., June 15.-(Speciall
sneak thief, who was in the act of pilJAIL FOR SCHNIITZ.
smoker at Eagles' hall. Visitors were Landrum. of Brookport, were mar- Wataon.
-The Republican delegation, 15
fering an ice chest.. Patrolman Jack
15.In the case of .1. D Sowers. jew- course and worked out.
San Francisco, June
loud in their praise of the city. and ried today by Magistrate Liggett.
votes, to the state convention, goes
Sanders, of 722 South Fourth street,
eler, a first meeting of creditors and
Judge Donne today finally refusher tospitable, enterprising citizen's.
Colored Boy Drowns.
uninstructed.
set his alarm clack for 10:50 o'clock.
a subsequent partial examination of
ed to release Mayor Schmitz,
Business was concluded yesterday
Captain
Hemphill
Dead,
Howard Payne. 14 years old, colLivingston County.
When it went off, Sanders awoke and
convicted of extortion:
the bankrupt, disclosed the fact that
afternoon, and at 5 o'clock a special
William
Hemphill
died this afterSmithiand, Ky., June 15. (3:15
heard a noise in the rear of his house.
iSowera' had not kept hooks, and ored. was drowned while bathing
car loaded with visiting coal
mer- noon.
n'elock)-Livingston county Repel,He started for the back yard and saw
'amid not give a detailed accbunt of near hum home at Joppa The coroner
PEACE (`ONFERENCE.
chants, made a tour of all lines. Othlimns are holding an interesting concost tails flying over the back fence.
how much goods he had received and yesterday returned a verdict of acci-The
ers went in automobiles, and every
The Hague, June 15.
BOYS RUN AWAY AGAIN.
vention this afternoon. An uninThe thief bad tried to rob Sanders'
put out just at present. He was dental drowning.
part of the city worth seaing was
peace conference was called to
--likely, though
delegation
is
structed
ice box.
shown the visitors. Finishing the Youths Repeat Former Experience given five days in which to prepare a
by Dr.
order this afternoon
Willson will be supported,
statement. John Rock, with a $3,tour of the city, delegates repaired to
t'antets Vangoudrian, the forEven To Arrest at Fulton.
Knights Templar Trip.
001) bond, was elected trustee of SowEagle's hail, where an elaborate baneign minister. Over. 300 delesecond
For
the
time
Carl
Duke
and
HOME GROWN ruurrs(
0- 1
The itineraries giving all the dequet bad been spread. Many compli- Terry Tucker. Paducah youths, bray- ers at the first meeting of creditors,
gates are here. The session was
m RKET GIVE SUMMER tilt. ments' were made on the entertain- ea the perils of "roughing It" on the and the next step will be to appoint
Commandery
tails of the Paducah
purely formal, for organization
Home grown fruits are beginning ment.
trip to Saratoga on July 6 are now
purposes.
"bumpers" and "blinds", and again appraisers, who will be selected toto make their appearance on the marprinted and the full•partictaarit are
were arrested at Fulton until parents day to begin work Monday.
ket, although the quantity Is limited JOHN AYRES RECOVERS
given. Reservation can now be made
could send for them. Carl Duke is
DITCHED.
TRAIN
It is made up in quality. The first
for Pullman and hotel rooms, and the
FROM TERRIBLE INJURY. 11 years old, the son of a widow re
In Police Court.
Minot, S. D., June '15.-The
blackberries of the season
were
Indications point to one of the most
Jim Jewell. a saloonkeeper at
John Ayres, the farmer of Maxon siding at 706 South Eleventh street,
Tomorrow will mark the
S(1ath
Northern Oriental limited
Great
brought
yesterday
by
Crawford
Paenjoyable trips ever taken out of
Mills, who was seriously cut In the and the Tucker boy la I. years old. Sixth and Finley streets, was pre- anniversary of the first Christian
here
from
miles
40
ditched
was
Bahh, a farmer residing on the May- abdomen, hark, arm and nose by perducah Many will go who are not
son of W. al, Tucker, of 700 South .aented in police court this morning service in the English language ever
fireman
today. Engineer and
field road 5 miles; from the city. His sons thought to he Cicero Anderson. Eleventh
connected with the order, as there
street, foreman of the Ilia charged with permitting Lillie Camp- held on the American continent. The
pavavenseveral
and
killed
were
berries were cultivated, but by the Ed Vox and Dock F,ddings, was disis no restrictions as to msmibershlp
nets Central boiler shops Yesterday bell, a woman of questionable char- anniversary will
he observed
at
germ Injured.
It. Increases and full details will be
last of next week the wild berries charged from Riverside hospital this they
eapght a train and started for acter, to enter his saloon. She was Grace rhumb, and the rector. the
committee,
gladly given by any of the
will begin to come in and in literal- morning and brought to thg police Jackson, Tenn., and
the south. More also presented for entering, and Rev. I). C Wright. will preach at the
A. M. E. Convention.
Falger W. Whittemore, Fred Acker,
quantitlea, too. The berries sold Option where Pollee Judge 0. A.
than a year ago the same two young- claimed she went in for a bundle. morning service on "What the EtasThe Sunday school convention of at 15 cents the quart this morning.
Harry R. Hank or F. M. MeGlethery.
Cross recognized kirn to appear Mon- sters boarded an empty freight car. The catve was continued.
eopal Churob has done for the AmerPaducah district, west Kentucky con- Rosy, cheeked peaches were on mar
day to prosecute the three.
Toni Mylett, alias Greenwell, was ican Nation " at the( service the
Intending to go several miles out of
forence, A. M. F, church, convened kat this morning and sold well at
Joseph Woody.
the city to spend the day in She lined ala and costs for disorderly men of the congregatkin will make
M. E. 10 cents the quart. Several truck
Joseph Woody, 28 years old. died at the Meehaniesburg
A.
Alphia'Story, the two year old woods /tear Boas Station. By.
.ch.ance oonduct.
their*contrihution to the men's thank
Of heart disease at No. 7. Red Row, church Friday at noon and adjourned gardners brought them in at the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry the door of the car was swiing c.loar‘i
Other cast-a: Wog Ray, colored. offering for 300 years of American
on North Sixth street, this morning. today. The president Is A. Q. Green. same time. Plums could be had at Story,
of Little Cypress's, died last by a sharp curve and they were forc- for striking %wither negro: $60 and Christianity. which Is to he presented
KaYeeld. About 15 delegates
and CB be buried in Oak Grove
cents the quart. Now that summer night *t fl o'clock of a 'enngestIve ed to MO to Mayfield. then to Fulton, emits: IAN Gore and
*alter Shan- by the men of rhe enantry at the ironcemetery tomorrow. Ile was born la were in attenapee
.1 M. Prittliltrd has really come the market will take chill, and will he buried this after- and 15 was only by
their wails of fear non, colored, for disorderly conduct, eral eonvention next Oetober In RiehIllinOte and had been here but a preaches tonight and W. D. Williams a start sad pricea will fall on small noon
rooks
the
cemet 3 o'elock In
that they were discovered and mama- $3 and costs each: J. 'R. Jones, mond, at which time it is
hoped to
abort time,
tomorrow Mornlug.
truck.
etery.
ad from the car.
'atunkenness, $1 and costa,
give one million dollars.

FAIR

The big towboat Reaper, of
the West Kentucky Coal company, strulk a pier of the ('air..
bridge, with its tow of coal,
and three barges were sunk.
The lima will be 16-1,14(5) in coal,
and $6,048) from the barges. At
that point the river is so deep
that it is not believed the barges
can be raised. Five weeks ago
The Sprague in an effort to get
under the bridge without striking a pier, swung around and
struck the docks of the West
Kentucky Coal company, causing damage of 189,0110. This
morning the Peter Sprague, the
largest towboat hi the world,
arrived in Padiacidi, with 57
barges.

BENTON HAS CASE
FOR JUDGE REED

BANK CLEARINGS
SOARING AGAIN

WALTER M'CAKEY
DIES OF INJURIES

•

THREE HUNDREDTH
ANNIVERSARY

I'

• eeekserates...

„.AGE TWO

THE PADUCAH EVENINf5 SUN.

Whittemore's
Real
Estate
Bargains
FRATERNITY

BUILDING

TELEPHONES 835.

$25'i. New house on 40 foot lot.
Mechanicsburg, near big fills, rents
for $60 per year or 20 per cent gross.
If you have $250 to invest this, is a
good place for it.

•

$2,50.0, 2-story, 6-'room
house,
north end corner 19th street, Goebel
avenue and Tennessee street, two 40
foot lots, corner lot vacant, would
make fine place for wagon yard,
fruit and candy store. End of 19th
street car line.
Sesieu. S room 1 1e -story house,
No. 424 South Ninth street, 40 foot
lot, house in good condition, $500
cas, balance monthly.
$1,250. $200 cash, balance $15
per month, No. 1745 Harrison street,
51) foot lot, 3 rooms.
$1,,0•50. $5e0 cash balance monthly
No. 1747 Harrison, 50 foot lot.
$1,540 No. 1222 North 13th. 4
rooms, hall and porch. Half cash.
$70.0, 4-room house, South Fifth
street oppoeite old city hospital, lot
runs through to South Fourth street
$100 cash, balance easy.
$1,550, No. 1126 Trimble street,
4-room house, 40 foot lot, good
neighbors. Half cash. Good home
bargain
-$625. 50 foot lot, north side of
Boyd street, nearly iv-ram the street
from the Trimble street church, $50
cash, balance 4 years.
$2,500. Two-story, 6-room house,
two lots, north end corner Nineteenth
street and Goebel avenue and Tennessee street end of Nineteenth street
car line.
Good business stand,
wagon yard or store.
$1,2S1.0—$300 cash, buys 4 acres of
land in Mechanicsburg between Sears
store and Yeleer avenue. Would
make a fine market garden or dairy
farm. No buildings. Would make
25 lots and the buyer would use it
three years and then easily double
his money.
upward. Land lein
$100 and
notes that will pay 10 per cent net
and upwards. Good and absolutely
safe investment.
.$2,000. No 402 South Tenth
street, 6 rooms, 50x165 feet, $250
cash, balance $25 per month.
$850. 50x165 foot lot, north side
of Monroe street between Fountain
avenue and 16th street. Shade trees
Half cash.
$450. Hays avenue 3-room house
Nofi 6.05, re foot lot. Half cash.
$625. Boyd street 541 foot lot
north side nearly opposite Trimble
street church. $5.0 cash, balance $ 1 ti
per month.
$10.0. We have land lien notes In
sums of $100 and upward that we
can sell sob they net 10 per cent.
There is nothing better or safer than
these. They are taken In trade anti
are absolutely safe. We guarantee
them.
$50.0. A 10 horse power Ford
automobile taken in exchange for
real estate or would give somebody
a big bargain for cash.
$250. Easy payment lots on the
North Side Addition just west of Oak
Grove, $14) cash, balance $1 per
moth. Good way to save money
whether you need a lot or notsSorner lots $31.10 each. No interest if
payments are made when due.

mire. Seven Mechanicsburg 40
foot lots, $54) cash and $14) per month
buys all of them. You can by accepting this proposition be buying seven
lots for only $10 per month. No
trouble to save up $10 per month
and own these lots.
ST40. Acre of
Ilinkleville
road
street. Half cash.

ground between
and Jefferson

$850. Jefferson street lot, North
Side, between 13th and 14th streets.
44) foot. Only lot at the price on
Jefferson street east of Fountain
avenue.
$350. Mayfield read 40 foot lots
—just west of Metier Addition. Fine
Iota, 10 minutes from I. C. shops
and new car line; $25 cash, balance
$10 per month. Lots In same addition a little off the Marfleld road
from $15.0 to $250 each.
Broadway, No. 2402, $2,500, $1000
dash, balance easy. 5-room house;
fine rfltitili lAn, 2 porches, hall. good
steble, three hydrants. Lot 721165
ft. to tiler: shade treei; Oontbwest
Well
Corner. Fine neighborhood.
worth the money.

SS'S'

NATURE'S THROUGH LONDON
COMES OUR NEWS
TONIC

Every one should take a tonic in the Spring; their systems require
it.
The blood has become thick and sluggish with the accumulations left
in the
system from the inactive, indoor life and front the heavy, rich
foods of the
Winter season. The blood, being in this unnatural and disordered
condition,
is .unable to furnish the body with the increased amount of
nourishment
necessary for the more energetic life of Spring and Summer, and the
systeth
suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness, indigestion, loss of
appetite,
and many other unpleasant. symptoms of a disordered
blood circulation.
When the system is in this run-down and disordered condition.it is
not safe
to take unknown concoctions, sarsaparil4as, compounds, etc.,
because they
usually contain potash or some other egilially strong and harmful
mineral
ingredient, which acts unfavorably and often dangerously on the depleted,
weakened system at a time when it needs gentle and natural stimulation
to
throw off the impurities and recuperate its lost energy. S. S.S. is
appropriately called Nature's tonic. It is made entirely of roots, herbs and
barks
front the great storehouse of forest and field, selected for their purifying
and
health -restoring qualities, and as it does not contain the slightest
trace of
mineral in any form it is perfectly safe for young or old.. S. S. S. acts
directly on the blood, ridding it of all impurities and poisons, and.
restoring
the lost properties of
nutritive strength so that it is able to Supply the
system with the healthful, invigorating energy needed to pass the trying
season of the year. Its action is the most pleasant, prompt and satisfactory
of all tonics, and those who feel the need of such a medicine will
do well to
commence the use of S. S. S. at once. S. S. S. restores lost energy, relieves
the tired, worn-out feeling, helps the appetite, aids digestion, and
adds tone
and vigor to the system.
THE SWIFT SPECIFY CO

About Our Relationship With
Japanese Empire

SATI-RDAY, JUNE 15.

TOJAMESTOWN
KENTUCKY STATE Gl'ARD AleILL
(AO DURING JULY.

West End of State Will Be Represented July 10, According To tlw
Report.

Secretary Root Is tiiven Sight of
Treaty Between Japan and
France.
•

Novelty
Co.
Foreman_ine.,
Bros.
.
„
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N.Fourth Bt.

•

Phones 787

Jamestown Exposition, Va., June
15.— It now seems an assured fact
that the Kentucky state guard will
encamp at the Jamestown exposition
ATTITUDE IN EASTERN SEAS. during the month of July, as was
originally intended. The First Kentucky regiment, commanded by Col.
W.,13. Haldeman, of Louisville, is ex' Vi'ashlugton, June 15.— The ex- pected to leave home on July 1, depected visit of the Japanese ambas- parting from the exposition on July
sador, Viscount Aoki, to Secretary 10. It will be succeeded by the Third
All Hose Repairs
Root today only increased the ni)s- regiment, under command of Col.
tery of the relations between Japan Jouett Hentry•, of Hopkinsville. At
and the United States.
the close of the ten days the tatter
--20C
Electric Bose, the world's best, per foot._
Count Aoki precluded all conversa- regiment will be succeeded in camp
ATLANTA, GA. tion with the press on Japanese sub- by the Second regiment, commanded
_ — _
jects by hastily volunteering the by Col. Enibry Allen, of Lexington.
This was the announcemeyt made
gone off and you had killed yourself, statement that he had nothing to say.
Circumstantial Evidence.
He had an interesting talk with Last night by Adjt. Gen, Henry R.
Chick Bruce was a famous Adiron- what would have happened to me?
dack guide, who accompanied former Durn ye, everybody knows I'm a Secretary Moot for the reason that Lawrence, of Cadiz, who,,spent the
President Cleveland on one or two Republiean—Saturday Evening Post. the secretary showed him the report day here at the direction of Gov.
The Sanitary Plumber
of Federal 'Attorney Devlin at San Beckham, and who was in constant
of his hunting trips in these mounconference
with
the
exposition
offiApology.
Francisco
His
on
the alleged outrage
tains.
132 S. Fourth St.
Both Phones 201
"What now, Rogersby? Have you against the Japanese and the ambas- cials. Gen. Lawrence was accompaChick left Mr. Cleveland sitting
Kentucky
Avenue.
325
nied
by Col. Mervin Parrant, assiston a log one morning while he went been getting married—a confirmed sador handed Secretary Root a copy
of the recent treaty between Japan ant adjutant general, of Frankfort,
out to drive down a deer should he woman hater like you?"
end Col. Arthur T. McCormack, sur"It's true, Slyfers. But. I—er--al- and France.
chance to find one
It was by reason of this treaty that geon general, of Bowling Green.
When he came back he saw his most had to do it. It was the only.
distinguished employer still sitting way I could get my old tightwad of a France made bold some few days ago
to offer mediation between the United
on the log, but with the muzzle of toss to give me a vacation."
States and Japan. The mere fact that
his gun pointed directly at thempresINSURANCE Ala E N TS
New York City is 134,500 greater Viscount Aoki took that document to
ldential chest.
"Here!" shouted Chick, "quit that, in popnlation than all the remainder the state department today may warrant the statement that the state dedod gest ye! SupposIn' that gun had of the state.
National League
partment wanted to know if there
R H E
were any obligations on France by
Chicago
4 9 2
reason of the treaty to make the ten,
2 8 S
der. 'Whether the document explain- Brooklyn
Steam Boiler,
Fire;
Batteries — Pfe4ster and Kling;
ed the fact was not revealed.
Bonds,
Life,
Henley
and
Butler.
Capital ...... • • r•-41 • • • .1. • • • ...............$230,000.00
London Knows Our Secrets.
Plate Glass,
Accident,
100,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits
As usual, the news that is ordinarCargo,
Health,
R
II
E
ily expected from the state depart•
Stockholders Liability
230,000.00
Hull,
Liability,
Pittsburg
2
6
0
ment is given out today in London by
Elevator.
Autemobilg.
New
York
1
2
0
Baron Komura. The ambassador
•s••••-•I -• •01 .•
Total
$.560,000.00
Batteries
—
Liefield
and
Gibson;
.ptakes
it
plain
that there are con726
Total resources
.$985,453.23
Residence Phones Old
Office Phones °id
New 726
stant exchanges between the United Mathewson and Bresnahan.
369
New 369
DIRECTORS:
States government and the Japanese
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
R H E
foreign office, and that the ambassaCampbell Building, Paducah,Ky.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
3 11 3
dor here is not acting as a plenipo- St. Louis
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
6 7 3
tentiary at all, although he is the Boston
Batteries — Beebe and Noonan;
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
personal representative of the miPfeffer and Brown.
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
kado.
the precedents? Can he convince the manager, or superintendent. This test
The
baron'
1
statement shows that
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...,
RHE
Jury? Wlll heedrag into his brief and will bring out what is In the clerk.
all
of the explanations and in fact the
T. .1. ATKINS, Vice President,
Cincinnati
4 13 3 plea the waste.d hours which he has Has he been watching the clock —
whole
correspondence
upon
the
San
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
1 13 1 put into his preparation, the neglect- stealing the time of his employer—
Francisco affairs and the immigration Phi4adel ph la
Batteries—Hall, Smith and Schlel; ed opportunities in his law study; or doing dishonest work—putting in
question are being laid before the
will he bring to bear a sharp, keen short hours of eervice all these years?
Sparks and Dooin.
Japaneee cabinet as they develop.
Insight
born ,of earnestness, exacti- Has he been indifferent, impudent,
Count Aoki, in the few remarks,
tude, thoroughness, consciousness? gruff, or curt to his customers, or
American League
hich have been credited to him here
has he Steen police and obliging.
E His opportunity confronts him. What
lately discusses the relations of Jakind; deferential, and accommodatit?
will
with
do
he
Boston
4 9 II
pan not particularly to the United
then a critical op- ing? The opportunity confront!. him.
St. Louis
3 6 2 ' Every now and
States, but to all nations.
confronts
a clerk in a What will he do with it?—Success.
portunity
Batteries —Young, Winter and
It is known that the embassy, restore. A member of the firm has died
flecting the view of the Japanese for- Griger; Powell, Glade and O'Connor.
If you cannot stand ridicule nu
changes hands,
All other American league games or retired, or the firm
eign office, believes that Japan is the
looking for a partner, never will earn applause.
and
are
they
postponed.
arbiter now of affairs in the east.
France's Position Mysterious.
That position now really excludes The (rillege Graduate's Opportunit)
the United States from any co-partA crucial period comes into ever
nership, as it is doubtful that there is normal life, the peychological mo'to be another Japanese-American ment which, if grasped, brings suctreaty if there should be an impasse cess. It comes to the young surgeon
on the question of immigration. Ja- when, perhaps, after long waiting
pan has solidified herself by a treaty and years of drudgery, studying and
with England, which is offensive and experimenting, be is suddenly condefensive, and no one yet. knows what fronted with his first critical operaIs in the FrancO Japanese treaty tion. An accident has happened and
which was brought to Secretary Root the great sorgeon is absent. Life and
death hang in the balance. Will he
today.
Nevertheless it is certain Japan be equal to the emergency? If so, his
creates the impression that she is reputation may be made. But if he
sovereign in the Asiatic waters and has dawdled when he should have
that other nations must look to her been studying, if he nag idled away
W. F. PazIon,
as the prithary power for the preven- his precious hours at. college, the
P. Puryear
R. Rudy,
tion of the integrity of China, and for opportunity will offer only danger to
President. •
Cashier.
Asisistsnt
other "favors so far Its the posses- the patient and ruin to his reputasions" or concessions to other nations tion. Everything depends upon the
aecteracy of his knowledge.
in the far east is concerned.
An opportunity confronts a yew
The position of the United States
now is one of apparent repression or lawyer. In a (Titles) case, a fortie
lamer Dor atoll
resentment against Japan. The mat- or a life may hang upon his skis,
ters in dispute between Japan and the iipon the faithfulness which he has
United States, so far as the public is put into his preparation. Has he laki
ospitei
,
•1.--,•• ••-ar•r••• • • IP I 00.06
•••fn.
11:•
•
.
Informed by Secretary Root, are so a solid foundation? Is he well rel.'
linrplue
511,1/013
•
el
Is
simple that If there were not some In similar cases? Does he know a
Stockholders liability ..
•St.:... 100,000
unknown quantity in the equation
(which caused France to act) both
Total sorority to depoailS ors
$250,000
Root and Aoki could long since have
Accounts of indivIde ale and (Irma aolicited. We appreciate
made statements that would suddensmall as well as large tie positors and accord to all the same
ly stop all talk about future trouble
For beautifying your yards and
tonarteous treatment.
I
with Japan.
estimates on dower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
WHY IS SUGAR SWEET?
and most complete stock of
InterestIPaid on Time Deposits
If sugar did not diasoive in the mouth
flowers and plants in the city,
you cculd not taste the sweet.
Free delivery to any
GROVE'S TASTELESS CH1I.L TONOPEN SATURDAY MG HTS FROM 7 TO a 0(3L043116
part of the.city.
IS is as strong as the strongestfbitSCHMAUS BROS.
ter tonic, but you do not taste the
Third.]and Broadway
bitter because the Ingredients do not
13coth Phonors192.
dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolve
ANI11111111111111
readily In the acids of the stomach.
Is just as good for Grown People as
for Children The First and Original
PROGRAM
Tasteless Chill Tonic. The Standard
for 30 years. Price 50 cents.
First Reel—

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

•

ED. D. HANNAN

1 BASEBALL NEWS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

American-German National Bank

,

4

People look in telephone directories
in preference to city directories.

Is your name
• in the book •

Wallace Park

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc,

CASINO

CITIZENS., SAVINGS BANK

MOVING PICTURES
ALL THIS WEEK

Admission — 5c and 10c

FLOWERS

3,000 Feet

OF FEATURE FILM

I.

3,000 Feet

1

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why

First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like now, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

STAR. LAUNDRY
toth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Rexall Violet

Dirk Turpin a Plain Ruffian.
Dick Turpin was really a most unromantic ruffian, who first appears in
history about 1735 at Loughton.
where he threatened to put an old
Mrs. lithelley on tge fire unless she
gave him her money.
Turpin's "sphere of influence" was
net Ilbueslow Heath, but Epping
Forest; and the only true part of the
popular myth is that he really did
shoot his comrade, Toni King.
The Arendary ride to York on
!Sack Bees was performed, If at all
"Swift Nick". Nevison, who in
,s70 robbed a sailor on Gads Hill at
m. and established an alibi by
.searing the same evening on the
,wilng Green at York,—Weatmlne- Gazette..
''Why don•t You marry the girl?"
like to. hut alto has an impedi..nt in her speech." "What port of
ripedlment?" "She eari3 ray, yea
CirY411$114 Imadet

Talcum Powder

25c
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Reran Violet Talcum Powdoer is the best talcum powder
made.
It is delicately perfumed
and put up in handsome
boxes. See the display in
our wind9w.
And eome try a bot.

The Elixir of Life,
The Vintage,
,
The Drunken Vintage.
(INTERMISSION)

Second Reel—
Casey's Frightful Dream,
Aerial Billiardists,
'
iThe Neilisboy,
(INTERMISSION)

Third Reel—
Grandma's Reading Glass,
Ora Pro-Nobis,
A Gentleman Farmer.

ft
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The Week In Society.

ON MISSISSIPPI
What to do
in Dyspepsia IN ANCIENT DAYS

IceeCoriers

PAGE TARIM

1,

GLEAVES &SONS

Bro4a1d6way

Dieting has become a great fad i n
America, and just as, years ago, we, us
a nation, over-ate, so now we are underz
The one is as bad as the other. Stirring Scenes
lAisses Marie Roth, Elsie Elam, Eno"
JUNE.'
'
Witnessed By
tin
Man needs food and plenty of it to susma Mayer, Inez Bell, Camille i.egeay, tam n life and to
give strength to compete
Youths
of
Another
Decade
She bowed
her shoulders, fair as! Minnie Pieper, Ruby Mayer, Audrey in this busy world.
light, .
Taylor, Agnes Carnes, Mies Startou, It is not, however, the fact that on
Laden a with Summer's golden Anna Harlan, Hazel Ashoff, Selma may eat too much that hurts you, but
you don't digest what you eat.
boon;
Pieper, Maggie Lydon; Messrs. Oscar that
And if that results in dyspepsia you will not What President. Roosevelt Will See
Her limits with 'rippling robes were 'Grief, Clyde Bell, Joe Roof, James
tIate)
coruile
ditezeo
hr ,ccur
o ae es
your foodsueFloating Down the Father of
were
dight:
!Ripley, Al Roth, Clifford Blackburn, properItamount of
gastric and peptic
Waters.
tict juiteeng
s you
e
For coronet she wore t:;:2 Ireton. Will Sears, Wailes- Winfrey, Gus would have co 41)'
,Pepsi& To cure the disease
1 iisked her name
and (rein the Legeay. John Moller, Paul 1.egeay. you mssi create au abelacianoe of these tweeecary
woods
George Moller, Joe (!rnee, Arthur • This can only be done by•reliable tonic lazaUse. and, as its name indicates. Dr. Caldwell's
(
4
And from the fields and solitudes
Willett, Joe Roth.
Syrup Pepsin contains the very ingredients 'f HE GREAT RIVERS TRAFFIC
A
f A
ih\
glitk i
Ineeded to du this. Take it regularly
A thousand echoes answered —
for awhile
&Gear
ins
to
the
explicit directions on each hotk7a.1114°.
; itar. ;170.,,
"June."
Reception For Guests.
lie and you will soon be cured of dyspepsia and
---Epworth Era.
Wednesday afternoon from G un- any of the accompanying symptoms such as
Washington, June 13.— Recogni
heartburn,sour stomach, bloated stomach.hi yes,
til 6 o'clock Mrs. W. G. Whitelleld, pimples. sallow complexion,
wind on the stom- Son of the value to this country
of
ach. etc. Evillre bottle carries with it an absoMiss Birdie Woolfollt and Miss Kath- lute
Mts. Van Ceiba Entertains,
guarantee to do what we claim. Ills a gen- the water route
afforded by the
Mrs. David L. Van Culin entertain- leen Whitefield entertained with a tle. pleayant., effective laxative and you will
like "leather of Waters" is likely to be
taste and be pleased with its action.
ed Tuesday afteinoon at her apart- reception at their home, Sevooth ,I itsOne
Use less ice than
of the great friends of this remedy is more general than ever before, after
ments in the Scott flats in compli- street .and Kentucky avenue, in hon- Harry P. Keator, a lieutenant in one ul the Chi- next
October. Over the long aqueous
cago
companies
that
fought
at
the
battle at
ment to Miss Laura January. Ply
r of Miss Ruth Hementray of Ev- Santiago. White in the wet
Extra strong line of Iron other makes. Satisfac- Why pay street car fare When yet.
trenches, and eat- highway where once thousands of
can buy
hundred was the game and the first anston, Ill.; Miss Martha CarrolLand ing the rough tOod of • soldier, be contracted
month
aevere dyspepsia and lost weight rapidly. A passengers each
made the
brds in all the latest finishes. tion or your money making a a bicycle from us I,.‘
prize went to Mrs. Charles Richard- Miss Alice Carroll, of Nashville, friend in
the regiment Galles his attention to journey by boat from St. Louis or
small payment down slid
con and presented to Mrs. Leavitt, of Tenn. The house was prettily deco- Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which he promptly
Some low as
back.
$
balance per
began to use. It not only cured his dyapepsla Cincinnati to New Orleans, the presi1.00
St. Louis. Sweet peas were used in rated. The reception and dining ;tut increased his weight 42 pounds,
dent of the United States has promrooms were in pink and white, and I Your druggist will sell you a bottle at 50 oenta
decorating.
er St and you will tInd it worth a hundred times ised, unless some unforseen exigency
white roses, carnations, and sweet that to you.
prevents, to make a tour of inepecpeas
were
effectively
carrying
used
in
Sans Saud Club.
hien next autumn. Mr. Roosevelt is
New lot of
....,,steiktoositerY
Mrs. Will G:lbent entertained the out the cgior scheme. Festoons of
well's
before
lag Che ay. a tree sample Dottie sent to their home br anxious, it is well known, to see both
Sans Souci club Tuesday afternoon crimped pink tissue paper wound fiddressiag
what has been done on the greatest
the Company, This offer is to prove Matte*
at her home on Jefferson street. Miss from the chandeliers only added to remedy elf* as we claim, Ind is we oast to those of American rivers
and what larger
veo have raw than it. Seta for it a you lave sas
Clara Thompson won the club prize. the beauty.
Symptoms of sternada liver or bowel disease. arum
projects remain to be completed in
Just received,
yet
In
most
the
effective
library
laxative
punch
for
was served
Mrs.
Out-of-town guests
were:
chikiren, women LW old order that the
revival of the routes
A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
yellow and ?elks
Burke Bowman, of Fulton, and Mrs. and. color scheme ot
Ph BUC YEfiDICT: "No Laxative So Good and sure of inland water transportation, for
Chairs, Rockers, Rocker
white was introduced. Field daisies as OR. eitiowsu.'s SYRUP PEPSIN.. This armed
Clint Wiloox, of Mt- Vernon, _Ind.
which the chief executice has pleaded
were in profusion. Pink and white sears Purity guarantee No. 17, washiness. 0. Co
Settees, in red and green.
eloquently, may take place. The
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
ices were served the guests during
Sunday School Picnic.
107Caldwell Bldg, aleadlealle•
needs of the Mississippi
are,
or
Miss Olga List entertained
her the afternoon.
course, typical of the needs of lesser
—49—
Sunday school class of the German
rivers. It is significant that goverGiathery
was'a bridesmaid.
After nors of 16 states
Evangelical church
with
a picnic
End of School Tenn,
have united in urgacross the river Tuesday. The pupils
Mrs. John J. Dorian entertalned the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. McGlath- ing President Roosevelt to make this
York, trip. He has
spent the day fishing and a sumptu- the pupils of her private school with ery lent for a trip to New
and
accepted their invitaous dinner was spread on the ground. a picnic at 'Wallace park Wednesday,Jamestown exposition and other east- tion and coupled with it a statement
ern
points.
From Paducah Mr. F of
In honor of the !closing of the school
belief that the improvement of
for the summer. About 60 sepia out M. McGlathery, and daughters Miss conditions of traffic on our waterFinished Year.
The Catholic Reading circle met to the park early in the morning and Grace and Miss Lillie Mae attended. ways is of vital concern to every
Tuesday night with Mrs. John Me- remained during the day. Dinner and
community of this country.
The marriage of Miss Lydia ChristCreery. 508 Harahan boulevard, and .upper was served on the ground and
All apart from future requirements
closed the year. Books were drawn the young people enjoyed themselves man Meyers and Mr. August Their- of the natural highways of Untie
and plans for 14e Coming year dis- beat riding and , with other diver- lag, of this city, took place Wednes- Sam's dominion, the voyage, whether
Only one to a customer.
day morning at Louisville. Both are up or down the long winding
cussed. The circle has enjoyed
a sions.
stream,
popular
young
people, Mr. Theiring will be of a kind to appeal to the
prosperous year.
being a traveling salesman for Hank imagination of a man of
For Miss January,
President
Mrs. Herbert S. ;Wells entertained Bros. They will return
tomorrow Roosevelt's temperament. Whatever
Opening Ball.
at her apart- from a bridal tour and reside at 1319 is left on the river from the activi- infant city of New Orleans against enable the niainutaeturer in Use
Wednesday night the slxth annual Thtrrsday afternoon
approved of the work of the national
ball was given at the New Century ments in the Empire flats, compli- South Ninth street.
ties of ante-bellum days still possess the Overflow of the mighty stream. dle west or in western Pennsylvania rivers and harbors congress in
its
mentary
January.
to Miss Laura
The
hotel at Dawson Springs. A number
the picturesque human interest which The Crescent City, which, as an old to send his products to the orient by endeavor to arouse public opinion to
Wednesday afternoon at 5 o'clock delights a president of generous im- writer once put it, "has a mortgage the very cheapest possible form of the necessity
of Padurah people were in attend- game of the afternoon was five hunof supplementing the
ance. The, popular hostelry is now dred. The visitors' prize, a hat pin, the marriage of Miss Jessie May pulses and lik!ing for men of the ad- on the great west and the Rocky transportation, with only a single service of the railroads by improveopen for the summer and many Pa- went to Miss January, and the first Stewart and Prof. S. J. Billington venturous pioneer type.
Mountains, payable in annual instal- trans-hipmens. This opportunity was ment of the waterways that he
has
prize, a hand-painted
tea strainer, was solemnized by the Rev. T. B.
ments," has set an example of what foreseen as long ago as 1868 by a no doubt accepted with alacrity
ducah people are sojourning there.
The Mississippi.
this
was captured by Mrs. Hal Corbett. Rouse at Lone Oak. The bride is the
As author of the "Winning of the engineering experts say should
be writer in Putnam's magazine, who invitation to make a journey which
Sweet peas and potted plants gave accomplished daughter of a pronde- West" and the "Life of Thomas Hart liternO: in manyplaces along the river predicted: "The world is just beginwill be replete for him with historiChurch Concert..
the rooms a delightful appearance. ent farmer and Prof. Billington is Benton," Preeldent Roosevelt is cer- to supplement the levee work and to ning to appreciate the
value of cal and present day interest and will
A delightful musical program was
The guests were: Mesdames E. superintendeet of the county schools tain to be particularly Interested in make navigation safer.
cheap and rapid communication as be glad of the fact that his visit will
given at she First Christian church
0 Boone, Victor Voris, George Hart, and a well known educator. Only the remin:scences of pioneer days
Considering the very direct rela- an element of civilization. When we 'help to fix the attention of the civTuesday night. The entertainment
Ferriman,
Frank
Hal Corbett. relatives and intimate friends were along the river—in the grass-grown tionship between the
improvement of shall at last have realized that dream ilized world upon some of the most
was for the benefit of the church and
Charles Wheeler, Richard Terrell, M. present.
Mr. and Mrs. Billington towns which once aspired to be me- our inland waterways and the build- of the century— a direct western interesting of modern engineering
was accorded a liberal patronage.
Nash, George Exalt, George McCabe, are -at home to their friends on North tropolises and in those places which ing of the Panama canal, an
under- passage from Europe to India--and projects.
C. C. Warren, Edwin McCabe, of Chi- Sixteenth street.
like Memphis and
Vicksburg are
Interesting Program.
really achieving something of the
Tuesday night an interesting mu•, cago: Mrs. Leacritt, of St. louts. and
Miss Jimmie Poyner and ,Mr. Dal- greatness that was early predicted.
steal program was rendered at the Misses Laura January and Mary Bray
The president may perhaps start
ton Vovier were married last Sunday
Broadway Methodiee elitircS. The mu- eiton.
night by the Rev. P. H, Fields, Miss from St. Louis, which from a small
sical talent of this city was well repSt. Louis Visitor.
Poyner was a telephone operator French trading post has become one
resented and all numbers were heart,Mrs. J. H. Rudy entertained at and Mr. Vozier a telephone lineman. of the largest cities of the western
ily applauded. Little
Miss Genela
hemisphere. Its destiny was cut out
Ballowe was introthreed and proved cards Thursday evening at the residence of Mrs. J. A. Rudy, In complifor it long before the days of railherself a clever entertainer.
Friends in this city will be pleasment to Miss Helen Dillon, of St.
road building, for the early settlers
antly surprised to learn of the marLouis, who is the popular guest of
discovered in it at centre from which
Supper at Park.
riage of Miss Benton McCanne, of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. MacMillen,
trade was possible over more then
A number of young people took
Montgomery City, and Prof. D. C.
1616 Jefferson street. Miss Anne
ten thousand miles of navigable rivsupper at Wallace park Thursday.
Smith,
of
Fort
Ark,
Smith,
The
Stripling.,of Fort Worth, Tex.,,won
er. Some of the stretches of uninterThe party was given in honor of
groom is well remembered here as
and'
the lady's prize, a pretty fan,'
rupted course on which St. Louis has
MUSS Emma Mayer, who leaves for
Mr. Wallace Weil the gentleman's the manager of Draughon's business prided Itselt ever since the era when
summer school next week. After
prize, a book, which he presented to college two years ago, and at present canoes and rafts furnished the only
supper the party spent the evening
position in Fort transportation facilities
Miss Raines, of Nashville. The guest holds a similar
of the inteboat riding. In the party were:
We might call this picture "Katyof honor was presented with a silver Smith. The bride is an accomplished rior of the country were 3,000 miles
did and Katydidn't." because you see
cologne bottle. Luncheon was served musician. They will make their up the Missouri as far as Fort Benbefore you the before-and-after etborne in Fort Smith.
DOES YOUR SCALP ITCH?
after the game
ton, 800 miles on the Mississippi to
fPcts of our
—45
Among those present were: Misses
M:nneapolls, 1,300
mines down
ON THE MISSISSIPPI.
FINE DENTISTRY.
Are Your Hairs Dropping One by Helen Dillon, of St
Louis; Anne
stream to New Orleans, 1,000 miles
Pretty Party.
We not only beautify the mouth.
One?
Stripling, of Fort Worth: Harriet
to
300
Pittsburg,
Ohio
miles
the
up
entertained
Corbett
on
Mrs. Hal S.
Raines. of Nashville; Blanche Hills, Wednesday morning at her home on on. the Tennessee to Florence, 250 taking which will always be associat- shall have grasped the rich prize of but we add to your health. It's the
If your scalp itches you are doubt- Elizabeth Sinnott, Frances Wallace, North Seventh street with five hurt- miles on the Cumberland to Nash- ed with the name of President Roose- Asiatic traffic, then will the real val- latest scientific fact that mastication
dandruff. The Marjorie Scott, Carline Sowell, Faith dred. Miss Laura January was the villa, 700 miles up the Arkansan to velt, it is particularly
less suffering from
appropriate ue and sigp•ificance of this great riv- means highest health, and you
poor teeth.
dandruff germ is digging up your Langstaff and Illetta Hatfield;
Mr. guest of honor. The,first prize was Fort Gibson, GOO miles on the White that the chief executive who has al- er system be understood, nor until CAN'T masticate with
scalp in little flakes, called dandruff and Mrs. R. D. Mac Millen and 'Mrs. captured by Mrs. W. A. Gardner and River to Bull river, COO miles on the ready witnessed the flying of the dirt then well its levees be properly roe Gold crowns, well-fitting sots, fillings
and sapping the life of the hair bulb. Richard Rudy, Wallace Well, Charles Mrs. James Campbell won the visi- Onachuta to Camden, and 700 miles on the isthmus, should, now interest built, will it curreutst be made to of all kinds. etc. Expert dentistry,
hilmself in studying at first hand tlie flow in even and regular channels absolutely painless methods, decent
No hair preparation that is a mere Cox, Charles Allcott. Dow Wilcox. tors. A two course luncheon
was on the Red river into the interior of
hair stimulant and tonic will cure Stewart Sinnott, Frank Davis, Will served after the game.
Texas. The total of navigable waters traffic on Ameriea's largest river and this magniacent Mississippi be- prices. Examinations free
in the Mississippi and its tributaries system. The outlet of American goods came in the highest sense a liquid
dandruff. because It won't kill the Rudy and S Y. Clay.
under the present plan of improve- to the orient by way of the Missis- highway of the millions of people livgerm that causes the trouble. New—0AboUt People.
sippi and the port of New Orleatis Is ing on its banks."
ment will be about 18,000 miles.
bro's Herpicide is the latest ' scienCotillion Club Dance.
Misses Marion Sonnthe and Mary
President I{
Of tha Immense commerce before tions of river communications wile
I has so highly
tific discovery: and it will kali the
The Cotillion club gave the first Walker, and Messrs. Garnett George
Broadway.
VIE Civil war along the deepest an I
dandruff germ and you will have no of a series of dances for the summer
and Jack Torian, of Evansville, will
most valuable stretch, that between
disre dandruff, falling hair or bald- Wednesday night at the Wallace
arrive Monday to visit the Misses St. Louis and New Orleans.
Mark
ness. Sold by leading druggists. Two park pavilion. A number of the visitBoswell at their home, "Oak Dale," Twain has written a quaintly picturSend 10e. in ing girls were present. Mr. Louis
sizes, 5'0c and $1.
In Arcadia.
•tie
esque and sympathetic account, such
stamps for sample to the, HerpicAde Rieke, Jr. lead.
kOYA .
Miss Mary Clark, of Hopkinsviiie, a one as might be expected from a
eel
9
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Mrs.
Those present were: Dr. and
will arrive Monday to be the guest
W. B. McPherson, Special Agent. Victor Vorichir.and Mrs. Henry Rudy of Miss Ethel Sights, 711 Jefferson man who in childhood had as a practical Ideal of future greatness the
Mr. and Mrs. Cook Husbands, Mrs. C. street. Mies Clark has visited here
pomiibility Of becoming a steamboat
B. Hatfield. Mrs. Jettie Hobson, before and is a charming girl.
pilot. For the boys In the Missouri
Margueand
McKenzie
Misses Jamie
Mr. and Mrs- W. J. Hills, Mies
which Mr. Clemens was
rite McKenzie, of I.ula, Miss.: Helen Blanche Hills and Waiter and Mix- river town in
brought up all entertained a vague
Dillon, St. Louis; Anne Stripling. Trt
- -• abeth Hills leave tonight for Lapeer,
Worth, Tex.; Ruth Hemenway, Ev Mich. to attend the wedding of Mr. hope that If God was good to !them
anetoo, III.; Bernice Frost, MayileM: Hills' sister, Miss Mabel Hills, to they might become pirates. but next
wanted to he boatmen.
Blanche Hills, Lillie May Winstead, Mr. Henry Le Bryan. The wedding to that they
Corinne Winstead, Rosebud Hobson, will take place June the 19. it will The sight of the passing traffic. was
imagination.
Lillie Hobson, Faith Langstaff, Mar- he en afternoon wedding, and Mtge of a character to fire the
Historical Evidence.
Allcott, May Blanche Hills will be the maid
jorie Loving, Henry
of
Interesting historleal evidences on
Schaeffer, Frances Wallace, Garnett honor and Mr. Hills will give the
s• se 7- a V.
aoredlillPft. •
Miesieelppi Itself of work already
the
Quigley,
Marjorie
Katherine
flirkner,
bride away. Mr. Hills and. family done to Improve this great natural
Scott, Mary Scott, and Nelle Hatfield; will visit In several Michigan towns
Sighway of commerce Mr. Roosevelt
Messrs. Louts Rieke, Calhoun Rieke, before returning home.
will find everywhere From an early
Charlie Rieke, Joe Exalt, Douglass
Mr. firoveli• Jackson leaves tonight
money have been
Nash, Douglass Bagby, Grover Jack- to visit his parents in Flint, Mich., date labor and
relieving
the channel of the
spent
In
Webb,
Will
Sinnott,
son. Stewart
for two weeks.
snags, se easily formed In a stream
Ph4lo Allcott, Cecil Lacy. Frank
that is perpetually eating away its
Boone, Blanton Allen, Herbert Haw!kit Service.
banks. The 'course of the river has
Jams,
Sights,
Warren
Langkins.
PaduIn
people
A great portion of
The boarder who was fl month beetaff, Clay Kidd, Frank Davis, John hind with the landlady was surprised been more or less straightened out
cah buy umbrellas from this store
realized, we believe, for the mesh is stout and wear-resisting; it is dyed in fast,
Brooks, Arthur Martln, Sam Hughes, at the size of the heap of mashed po- by natural and artificial means. It is
a curious fact, for example, that In
and we want you to. For sun or
0 h. Gregory, Will Rudy, Leo Keller, tatoea on the plate
the girl had 175 years, ending in 1875, the Missnon-fadc colors, the designs are new, novel and attractive and the price is no
rain our umbrellas are the hest: Morton. Hand, Wallace Weil, Dave brought him.
issippi Is known to have shortened
Howell.
Dr.
Roger
I.
B.
and
higher than you are usually asked to pay for a lower grade hammock—$2 to $10.
He was even more surprised when itself by 242 miles. A characteristic
they were bought before the high
he found a folded paper in the center example was In 1722 when a neck of
prices went Into effect. Let us show
Wedding..
You Are Invited to Come in and See Them.
of the heap.
land half a mile wide, near Port
you our line from 411c up.
The marriage of Miss Ada Sharp.
But he didn't open ir
He knew }indium, Louisiana, was cut by the
of Humboldt. Tenn., and Mr. Jame. what It was.
a
river, which henceforth avoided
W. McGlathery, of this city, was scri-1 Carefully wiping it with his nap- great loop 35 miles long. Much artiemnized Wednesday evening at Hum- kin, he put it In his vest pocket and ficial work In the same direction ha*
ddi. It was a red anti white wed -'went ahead calmly with his dinner. been done.
ding. The church was prettily dec-I You can't -disiconcert an experiencWithal, there has, of course, been
°rated, with cut Rowers and potted pd boarder.
the constant work on the levees—a
plants. Especially beautiful was the
The House of Quality
persistent fight oonducted for more
wedding music. Mr. Edward Scott,
The experience that does a man than 180 years, and, ln ewe ever
Both Phones 176.
422 BRUAIDWAN
of this city, was one of the grooms- the most good Is generally the kind since Sire Blenville threw
up the
322.3024 BR ADW AY
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Refrigerators

Bicycles

1.98

FREF TEST 1:
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Complete line of

Porch Furniture

Bicycles,

Tires and

tavilookiz.iyAvi

Solid Oak Corner
Chairs Rockers

Sundries.

1, ;‘,
Air,
25 more of those large Try our repair deDouble Plate Racks, in
Regular $4 value weathered
and golden partment. All reoak finish
pairs guaranteed.
$2.48

75 Cents

Prices low.

I

e Hill DentalCo.

, 2•41
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•
•

HAMMOCKS
$2 to $10

•

Lots and lots of people are in the habit of. buying a new hammock
each season and, ordinarily, it's necessary; but in making our purchases we cast about for a hammock with real wearing qualities ancl
plenty of style. In the PALMER'S ROYAL the ideal hammock is.

L. W.HENNEBERGER CO.
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and with the gambling appurtenances
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
of the big tracks omitted, so that mertY THE SUN PUBUSBINOCO. chants will Dot, as they have in Louisville, be compelled to pray for a
INCORPORATED
7. M. FISHER. President shorter session, that citizens may
pay their honest debts. The kind of
IL J. PAXTON. Lieneral Manager.
COD Whig Paducah has really improves
BISCRIPTIO NI KATES;
entered at the postottk e at Paducah. the breed of horses, by stimulating
Interest and competition among ownKy. as second class matter.
ers of roadsters.
THE DAILV 8LX
10
Carrier, per wee)/
By snail, per month. In advance.. 25
.A. E. Appleyard, who loot $1.404).By mail, per year, In advance....$2 10 .000 and became a fugitive from jusTHE WEEKLY SUN
tice, following a tip given by a charPer year, by mall, postage paid.41.00 acter in one of Tom Lawson's stories
Address THEO SUN, Paducah, Ky.
of Wall street, probably appreciates
Phone 1168 the Boston speculator's gift as a
Odlice. 115 South Third.
Payne & Young, Chicago and New writer of fiction.
!fork. repiesentatives
Jap agitators are suggesting that
THE SUN can be found at the followthe question of Japanese exclusion
ing places:
from the United States be submitted
R. D. Clements & On,
to The Hague tribunal. If these
Van Colin Bros.
Palmer House.
up The
Japs are trying to break
Jobs Wilhelm's.
Hague tribunal they have made a
likely start.

the Vabucab $un.

HAY WOOD'S STORE BOY WHO CAUSED
WORRY TO NATION

CENTER
OF
TRANSACTIONS
WITH HARRY ORCHARD.

Registered Letter Sent From There
and Telegram hlorearded
To It.

Now Goes to Asylum For the
Feeble Minded

Is.
•

EMBARRASSING

DIED JUNE 9T1-11.
DEATH REPORTED JUNE?. 10TH

IS REASON GIVEN BY ZKLAYA
FOR MS ATTACK

Says It Is Necessary in Movement
for Greater central American
Republic,

$100
Policy Paid in Full
THREE HOURS LATER

Louis Virialtiii'M Rejection hY
No matter when death octurs, the CONLMONWEALTH pays he
Ofheersi Forced International
Boise, Idaho, June 15.— ProsecuWashington, June 15.—Sanguinary
Industrial Policies PROMPTLY and IN FULL. Other companies
Incident.
tion In the Steuneuberg murder trial
war—perhaps two wars or more with
pay only sole-half if insured dies within one year from date of
began entehng in earnest upon the
as many revolutions added for good
cy. Read what Mr. Huber says:
substantiation aud corroboration of
measure—is what the state departKy., June 10, i190.7.
Harry Orchard's testimony, showing MOTHER IN SERIOUS STATE. ment officials new expect to mark the
COMMONWEALTH LIFE ENS. cO.,uisville,
a contitruous thread of evidence consummer of 19'47 in Central America.
Louisville, Ky.
necting George Pettibone's store in
Official news of this failure reached
Gentlemen: I am just in receipt of $100,00o, which was the
Denver with Orchard at San Franthe state department today from one
the amount of the claim which I had against your Company under
Cisco engaged on the Badley murder
Eight-year-old Louis Vivianni, Jr., of its representatives in Nicaragua
Policy No. 2,858, on account of the death of my wife, who died
plot, developed another direct line by who probably caused more trouble to who forwarded an :explanation of the
yesterday, June 9th, and I wish to thank you, not only for your
which it is hoped to show Haywood Uncle Sam and the Italian govern- president of that country of his- par'promptness in settling the claim (which was paid in three hours
engaged and paid Steve Adams for ment than any other youngster of his ticipation in the attack on Acajutla.
after I had reported it to you), but I wish to say that the fact of
the same desperate work, and added age, and who was indirectly responsiThe exaspering feature of Presiyour policies being in FULL IMMEDIATE BENEFIT from the
special touches of confirmation
to ble for his mother's nervous collapse dent Zelaya's message, according to
date of issue is a splendid feature and one that I certainly apRIVERSIDE HOSPITAL.
Orchard's general story.
and subsequent attempt at suicide, is the state department, was the way in
preciate very much, for, had this policy been issued by any other
There should be no deterioration
Officials at the postoffice at Sanl be be taken to Lexington, Ky., and
which he sought to
place
upon
'company at the same time, I would only have received one-half
In the service at Riverside hospital. Francisco and Denver produced orig.!
placed in an institute for the weak- America and Mexico the responsibilthe amount you paid me.
Respectfully yours,
During the last two years the insti- inal records showing that in Auguse l
14 4T1-2111AY, JUNE 15.
minded.
ity for the attack upon a friendly
Signed—JOHN HUBER, Beneficiary, 901 E. St. Catherine.
tution has made a reputation over 1904, registered. letter was sent unThe boy was born in St. Louis and state
by claiming it w_as a necessary
western Kentucky and the private der the name of "J. Wolf" from ad- was brought
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
to Paducah four years step in the execution of a plan for
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age of 75
wards are filled all the time. From dress of Pettibone's storseshu Denver ago. By
thrift and self-denial
the union of Central American republics.
these wards come all the revenue. to "J. Dempsey" at Golden
Write a postal card to W. D. Ashley. Superintendent of IndusWest parents saved enough money to send
May, 1907.
As a matter of fact, as one of the ofThe charity ward is an expense. As Hotel, San Francisco.
trial Department. Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
the boy to Italy for special treatment.
and an agent will be glad to call and explain fully the many exclusive
Orchard swore he stayed at the He is dumb and has shown few symp- ficials pointed out, certainly the Unit4118
1
3995 Dr. Boyd has pointed out, if the hos16
ed States and probably Mexico would
features of COMMONWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate your3951
17
3991 !hiltal is not kept up to the standard, Golden West Hotel under the alias of toms of being abrg-TO hear or care for
welcome a combination of the little
self in any way by talking it ower.
3
3951
18
3973 the number of private or pay patients "Dempsey" or "Hogan," that Petti- himself even in the smallest way. Afstates into one republic under some
4
3961
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Sittings Rank.
20
3954 ;will drop off and the revenue from bone used aliases of "Wolf" and,ter a stay of several months In the
capable executive, but It has never
under
the old country his mother prepared to
3961
21
3942 the hospital will be diminished. The "Pat Bone" and that
for an instant been contemplated that
7
3961
22
4048 way to increase the revenue is to name of "Wolf," Pettibone in the return, but was stopped at the docks
such union should be brought about
$
4006
23
3943 make the hospital larger, so more month mentioned sent his registered by officers who refused because of the
force.
to
3954
24
3965 pay patients may be admitted. Phy- letter containing $100 to pay his ex- boy's affliction to permit her to bring by
10........3963
25
3961 sicians state that there are a great penses while engaged on the Bradley him into the United States. Having
308
no means of immediate identification
11
3985
27
3955 many more applicants for admission murder.
Arrested; Wired haywood.
Chestnut
13
of the boy as an American born citi3976
28
3940 than there are rooms to accommodate
Police officials of Ogden establish- zen, her husband was apprised of
14
3975
29
3935 them.
Louisville,Ky,
The hospital was not built, primar- ed the arrest there in June, 1903, of cnoditions, and Attorneys Bashi- and
3982
30
2943
O'DOHERTY,
Pres.;
POWERS,
First Vice
stArr
J,
JUDGE
D.
,
31
3943 ily, to become a source of revenue, Steve Adams and A. T. Williams.; Martin entered into correspondence
Preis; DARWIN W. JOHNSON, See. and Trees.; DR. J. W. GUEST,
were
sealed
They
eastbound,
in
an
up
with
Howtime.
made
so
Total ......
be
in
Washington
107,232 but it may
officials, and the ARLINGTON MAGISTRATE
Medical Director; GREGORY & WHENRY, Gen'i, Counsel; J. M.
HAS
Average for May, 1906
4001 ever. the city officials must not be- car loaded with fruit and when ar- Italian government nearly a year afMOVED INTO COUNTRY,
QUINN, Manager of Agencies, IAJUIS G. RUSSELL, Manager inAverage for May, 1907
3972 come hasty in their efforts to make rested for trespass each had a brace ter the pair was permitted to sail for
dustrial Departtnent,
Personally appeared
before me, the hospital self-supporting. If all of revolvers. When released, through! America, having proven to the satistee
this June 1, 1907. E. J. Paxton, gen- the revenue from the hospital and a the influence of a detective, they faction of the Italian officers that the
eral manager of The Sun, who af- little in excess is used up in mainten- went straight to the office of the4, boy Was an Amertcan.
Marshal
Town
Tenders His Resignafirms that the above statement of the ance, the burden on the city will not Western Union and sent a telegram' Mrs, Vivianni suffered a nervous
round house floor are being repaired of a boy I once knew.
tion and There Is No Peace
circulation of The Sun for the month be greater than for the old hospital, to Haywood in Denver.
"This boy's mother ran into the
by new and heavier boarding.
Officer,
collapse and a few weeks ago tried
of May, 1907, is true to the best of which coot something like $2.000 a
Dr. D. G. Murrell, assistant chief nursery one afternoon and said:
to blow out her brains with a pistol.
his knowledge and belief.
surgeon of the Illinois Central, is in
"'Jimmy, what's the matter with
She is nearly well of the wound, but
year without returning any revenue
PETER PURYEAR,
your little brother?'
New Orleans.
Is said to be little improved In nerto the city.
Bardwell, Ky., June 15.—The muNotary Public.
Employes in the Illinois Central
"'He's crying,' the boy answered,
vous condition. Seeing the boy's helpAn elevator is needed in the build. IMy commission expires January ing and tire escapes. The city should
lessness neighbors consulted
with nicipal government of our sister city shops have ordered a seine 300 yards 'because I'm eating my stick of candy
22, 1908.
the family and County Judge R. T. of Arlington is in a chaotic condition long and 18 feet deep to seine the and won't give him an
set the example to citizens in this re"'Is his own candy finished?'
spect. We compel individuals to SUSPICION OF GERMANY AND Lightfoot and with Mrs. Vivianni's so far as the judicial and executive river.
consent, the boy was placed in the arftis of said government are con"'Yes, ma'am, and he cried while
Mr. Guy G. Randall, the well
ENGLAND INTERFERE.
put up ftre escapes, and then the city
Daily Thought.
McCracken county sanitarium. An in- cerned. The difficulty had Its origin known Illinois Central flagman, dropwas eating that, too.'"--New York
"The mark of success is not a dol- exposes invalids to the same dangers
quest will be held and he will be in the fact that Police Judge John ped a heavy piece of ircin on his right Tribune,
without means of escape.
lar Mark."
committed to the institute for the McKendree is no longer a resident of foot last night and will be disabled
Paducah may well be proud of
Arlington, having moved his family for several days.
Riverside hospital. Let us maintain Prevention of Discord Only Possible feeble-minded in Lexington.
OUR SHARE IN PROSPERITY.
Good That Can Come of the
to his farm, which lies withoet the
We
way
believe
pride.
to
as
the
a
it
In a government report5 showing
Conference.
corporate limits of the,town, and the
WYPEL ARRIVALS.
So Thoughtful.
the uninterrupted prosperity of the run it successfully is for the physicSt. Nicholas— Tom Wimborn, Sa- further fact that City Marshal Hercountry, the bureau of statistics ians of the city to manage it, as now,
man
Dowdy
has
tendered
his resigvannah; R. A. Warford, Fulton; 3.
instead of politicians. Dr. Frank
says:
D. Kennedy, Fulton; W. P. Bridges, nation to the board of trustees, thus
Boyd's services were gratis. There The
The government authorities
Hague, June 15.—With repreLettuce
.6 cents a hunch
Atlanta, Ga.; H. D. Thompson, Mur- leaving the municipality without a
is no need of employing more officials sentative
say there is no more. accurate
of 46 countries here for
Sweet PotatoeS_
ray; W. 'H. Hurt, Almo; E. M. Hill, police judge or a mershal. It was
$1 a bushel
at a salary at Riverside.
barometer of business conditions
the opening of the second peace conLouisville; W. Al King, Hazel; J. N. contended by a few that perhaps Mr.
Irish Potatoes
$1 a bushel
„throughout the country than the
ference, there is a remarkable confludeleton, Whitlow; H. V. Kennedy, MoKendree could continue to serve
New Potatoes
Mayor Schmitz. of San Francisco, trast between the sentiments
10 cents a box
finance division of the postoffice
prein the capacity of judge, but a memwas all right as long as he led the vailing upon the eve of the original Hardin; J. E. Eller, Memphis; W. R
String Beans
10' cents box
department. Ii feels at once
ber of the board of trustees Investiorchestra. He made his mistake conference in 1/399. Then although Sellers, Dyersburg, Tenn.; A. L.
Tomatoes
aiiy. falling off in trade, no mat10 cents each
gated
the
matter
and
found
out
that
Dick
Memphis, Tenn.
when he began playing second fiddle less than half of the present number
ter how Slight, and is able to
—10 cents each
Egg Plant ......
Palmer—L. D. Wood, Chicago; T. the contention failed to have the
to Abe Ruef,
of governments were represented,
tell at a glance whether business
Cucumbers
1.0 cents each
H. Smith, Greenville, Miss.; R. W. sanction of the law.
hopes of world peace were high and
Is fast or slack. The fiscal
Young Onions
15 cents dozen
It is stated that under such cirClements, St. Lolls: W. G. Anderson,
year Ilieh will be a banner
July 1 the sate or cigarets in Illi- there was a vision of disarmament Atlanta; E. G. -Whyles, Metropolis: cumstances the county judge has the
Greens
10 cents a bunch
twelve months' period in the hisnois is prohibited by
law. After and the banishment of tear from W. E. Gay, New York: John Bullord, appointing power when the request
Beets
5 cents a bunch
tory of the postal servi„.e. Rethat time Metropolis and Brookport among the civilized peoples.
Radishes
Hopkinsville; A. H. Egan, Louisville: is made.
2 bunches 5 cents
ceipts will be considerably in exfiends will have the advantage of
W. W. Diemukes, Nashville; F. B.
Peas
5 cents a box
cess of $180.hentsisti, and in addi
YOU I ON'T HAVE ro WAIT
their fellow sufferers in Chicago. The
Heeren, Chicago; C. P. Bowkeit;
Strawberries
The Sick,
10 cents quart
lion there will be a marked delatter must cry with the ancient ma- Every done maims you feel setter. Las- Fos Memphis; C. H. Bradley, Murray;
Grape fruit
Mr. Blaine Kilgore, manager of
3 for 25 cents
cline in the postal deficit. Last
riner as they look toward the hos keeps your whole insides rig it. bold on the Joe Rothschild. Louisville.
the Paducah Cooperage company.
Cherries
15 cents a quart
Magary-back }nen every...tin. Pestle 5u cents.
year the postal receipts aggrepitable shores of Michigan: "Water,
Belvedere—R. W. Hawthorne. Bir- was operated on at yesterday River
Green apples
5e a quart
gated $168.thowh0tio; in the fiscal
water everywhere." while in the ease
mingham, Ala.; S. E. Grau, St. Louis; side hospital by Drs. Stewart. Sights,
Bananas
16
cents
dozev
—See
Moving
Pictures
at
the
Park .I. C. Weber. San Antonio, Tex.; H.
Year 19%15 they were $154.000,of southern Illinois, the new law will
Brooks and Bass for appendicitis.The
Oranges
.40-Cl,) cents dozen
0011. In the fiscal year 19.0,5 the
only add another strand to the com- all this week
H. Bowen, Evansville: C. R. Neeman, operation was a success, and the
75 cents a peck
Apples
postal deficit was approximately
munity of interest that binds MetropChattanooga; C. D. McKenney, Hop- young man stood it well.
Chickens
--Wedding invitations, announce- kinsville; W. D. Huber, Indianapo914.0o0,e00, and last year it
35 to 75 cents
olis and Brookport to Paducah.
Miss
Reubie
who
Cobb
was operments and every character of en- lis; M. C. Bane, Louisville.
Eggs
was S1io,0414).4r(so.
15 cents a dozen
This year it
ated on several weeks ago for ap"Now. he sure, my boy, to write
graved work is given careful, perwill drop way below the $1.0,Butter
New Richmond—H. D. Guerin, pendicitis, is able to sit
25 cents a pound
PETTICOATS.
up at her home If you need anything."
sonal attention at the Sun Job office. ('harry; Guy Holland,
sysissees.
Kuttawa: 0. home on Broadway.
5 cents bunch
"You might give me another cheek Rhubarb
"It indeed is humiliating," said
Officials predict that within a
N. Featherston, Mayfield; J. R. Sehl
'Ham
17c lb
Mr. Frank Burrows, of the H. Weil now. It Welthl Rare the trouble."
Mrs. Char:es Ayres, who started a
Use
Stun
-rant
ads.
for
results.
comparatively short time, with
iston, Henderson; George McChes- & Sons wholesale
Lard
row at West Point over an order pre12 1-2c lb
house, is confined
conditions favorable, the postal
ney, Wapelle, Ia.; E. L. Berry, Joppa, at his home
venting cadets lending their capes to
on North Sixth street by HEARS BROTHER'S INJURY
receipts will run Up to $2,041.Ills J. L. Lamping, Brookport,
young women, "for women of my
appendicitis, and an operation may
IN RAILROAD ACCIDENT
Temporarily Rattled.
000,1)1•0 a year and over. In 1899
C.
Prince,
H.
Mayfield.
high social standing to be barred out
e necessary.
•
The preacher had delivered a paUncle Sam
collected
through
in this manner, as If I had committed
Fireman Noah English, of Fire
To learn of his brother's serioue triotic sernion, and at the close of
the postal service the sum
of
Mr. Frank Rinkleff left today for company No. 4, Tenth and Jones
some serious offense. I come from a
Injury in a railroad wreck a week the discourse he asked the congrega$95.0.0o,e0.0. In 19110 the fig1
Dawson
Springs
for
a two weeks' streets, has resumed duty after an after It
long line of army officers. My ancesoccurred from a newspaper tion to sing "America."
ures passed the century mark,
stay.
tors were in the army before West
operation for appendicitis.
sent to a friend, was the experience
Taken by surprise, the good deacon
climbing
been
and they have
Point ever was thought of. My social
of Will V. Green of the H. A, Petter In the amen corner, who usually led
steadily upward.
Have You Spring Fever?
position was established a hundred
Supply company on :South
First the music, became confused aud
RAILROA
'
D
In readjusting the salaries of
Warm, sultry days, like those we
years before I was born, you might
Street, this morning. John H. Green.
Supt. A. E. 'Egan' and
Trainstarted the familiar hymn 'to a long
postmasters, which tiff to a cerhave had the past few days, bring
say, so you can see how humiliating
master L. E, McCabe went up the his brother, was injnred in the head meter tune, with a result something
tain point are based on stamp
out the tired, run-down, spring fever
It is to be thus treated."
Louisville division of the Illinois and internally injured in the same like this:
cancellations the officials found
conditions in the most healthy. We
We can readily appreciate the tinCentral this morning on an inspection wreck near Los Angeles, Cal., in
“My country, his Of thee-0 gee!
that the present prosperity.- as
fortunate position of one wheise soI feel drowsy tnoet of the time, indifferwhich Fred Vint. formerly of this
trip.
Sweet land of liberty—teheel•
far as it affected the' postalservcial position was inherited. We also
ent to everything, sometimes have
City,
we's
killed
last
Sunday.
The
paPortions of the Illinois * Central
Of thee I sIng-a-ling-ring-tingice, spreads into every state in
surmise that Mrs. Ayres Inherited
dull headaches, and are "out of
per was sent to one of Mr. Green's
ling--"
the rt11011, Every section. of the
some other disagreeable things besorts" generally.
friends in this city with a paragraph
Then he came to a dead stop. The
country has its
proportionate
side. her social status. She also asThis is at condition incident to the
showing the injured, marked. John
situation, however, was saved by a
share.
serts that her son. Fairfax, has been
first warm weather. but, it Is merely
H. Green formerly worked here for
school boy who started the right
This latter statement is especially persecuted at West Point. from whose
nature's warning to get in fit conthe Illinois Central 'railroad and
tune and carried the congregation
satisfactory to Paducah for the post- classic precincts his mother has been
dition for the warm season ahead
Covington Bros.
with him.
master's salary here was inereased banished. Maybe, Fairfax inherited
The condition M due to a sluggish
by
41.00
reason
of
the
in- his mother's disposition. That might
Call for a Republican County ConI liver, deranged digestive functions,
crease to approximately
S60.00.0 arrount for hi. persecution. Colonel •
Hoax--Did you really enjoy your
or probably deranged kidneys. It is
vention.
in annual receipts. There can be no Ayres should make the acquaintan„,
stay in Paris? hoax— I came_ home in
easily and quickly cured, if taken in
Pursuant
to
Instructions
from
the
doubt that the postoffice IR a true of Tic-hinny Storer.
the steerage.--Boston Record.
hand In time.
state central committee, and complybarometer of business conditions
1 The osteopathic treatment is the
ing with the action of the Afeerackei
among all classes of people. There
What a pity it_is, Harry Orchard
sane, rational, moist effective cure
Crystal, wetted and electroplated,
county committee, the Republicans of
Is no drumming of trade by the post- waen' sent to jail, When he cheated
for such ailments. Several treathas been successfully used in Frames
McCracken county are hereby called to' counterfeit
office, no ,bargain inducements. It that cheese purchaser. He might have
ments In the dry hot air machine, folgold coins.
to meet at the county court 'house In
simply stands there as a convenience had that chance to reform before he's
lowed by the osteopathic treatment
to the public in transmitting mall killed those eighteen people.
Paducah, Ky., on Saturday, June IL,
eradicates the condition. It etimu1
I
aud money, and as the town grows
isles every function.—the liver. and
1907 at 1:30 p. m. standard hint, for
I
LOOK OVER THS.TOWN.
or diminishes In population and bust.
We begin to sisspeet those Russian t
istomach and bowels, the kidneys and
the purpose of select
delegates to
hemp the poatoffice receipts
neces- secret service then of manufacturing!
blood, the heart action, and does it and afterwards, if you are interested the state convention to be held in
In
"Iror rnnetils I had weal trouble with mr.inssa,b
property
sarily wax and wane. But there are horrible plots for ihe benefit of their.
anywhere
it,
call
on
in
Its Louisville, Ky., on Wednesday, June and
without resort to drugs of any sort,
nnel all kind. of amedielnes. Ay tongo•
hne
and we Will give pon any information
1,en 1..tually an sesse
fluctuas own reputations. We observe that
Wo sudden and temporary
Just osteopathy.
enms, my
19, 1907.
a bad
Two Weeks •••• friend braaah bovine
(Ions. The business steadily gains whenever a band of terrorists have
Caeoareta and after using them I Comrecommoton a
4
I should like for you to investi- abogi It we can. We have )
and
It was also ordered by the Mc- eheerellly say that they bays llettrelywillingly
enrsdra.
ior it steadily decreases in a year.
designs on the life of anybody or his
gate osteopathy. It Is a new science
'therefore let roe know
I @gall recommend
HOUSES 140 SELL
Cratken county committee that at the.. to nny ov• steeringthat
from
Sorts
trosibles.,s It is gratifying to know that the money, they get it.
in healing, but, there is nothing oc- In the
•
Cita*. if . Italpun IN AiringtonSt,New
Tork.x.r.
most desirable sections.
the county convention on June 15,
whole country is prospering. This
cult about its -merely
scientific
We have also lots that look lintel- 1907, a candidate
be nominated for
It; atttleatien Is heightened
by the
se manipulation to restore a deranged tinily
Paducah
women generally
Best
get
for
good for future development,
representatlic,
to represent Mcknowledge that Paducah is sharing whatever they wish.
function to normal activity, and to and
The bowels
that will prove profitable investmeasure
this
prosperity.
Cracken county in the Ketencill legIn
full
give
tone
to
her
all the organs of the ments.
,body.
islature.
SLIGHTLY HI'MOROUS,
I The great ruccees
. Among the six men appointed to
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
•
.
It every day in the Itreatment
• Prineetoreicouncil by Governor
No Pfeil can grow without solitude.,
ofwith
Paarn hay"
*ham are l!sith, Rich and Pool.
I
r I dueah people you know well is the
A Truatlike Roy.
(Watt, was not menti)ned.
teatimolly I offer for It. Call me
"Henry, what is this dark hair doReal Estate and Rentals
The late Henry, Altemus, A Mitahs -Ing on your mar!"
delphla publisher, dislikes trueta and
BFLOADWAY clvIrlr phone 11417, or call to see rne.
415/041T
1
Pl.....s.eatesse.P.s•st,Tss•••.04, De
Re•tir elelten. :W•6••ti n• lirip• Lee. Me,
s If Padueahans only knew It, they
"I haven't worn that coat since ins?
osmantReadmbatamme upstairs, 516 Broadway, at any time Fire, Accident, Health, Life and foresaw trouble for them.
Sir Never
COO,
from 9 to noon or 1:34 to 6 In the
reel
:iise;rtie
Are .-nim trig Ideal sport. There la -Math, dear; you were a brnnett.
ey heel,
Liability Insurance.
I
At a dinner in Philadelphia Mr,
yCo.,
(sego nr hi V. sali
•,tking finer than horse racing, and then."
afternoon. Dr. O. B. Froage, Oates,
said of trusts:
YollissAlle•willass.4.4.11112.411101011fteg
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, the meeting of the Natmal Whole- the club end it seems that everybody
ill111111a.
sale Liquor Dealers' association,
i spread theurselves on makiug the offiDr. -R. W. Walker went to Lynch- cial American food. 'Tonight an ate
burg, Va., today to recuperate.
tiou of pies and other foods left ee.
Miss- Linda Brower, of Mayfield, be held at th etent after Dr. Kretes
arrived today to visit Mrs. Alben lecture.
Barkley, 322 North Fifth street.
Eveuethe Reelect men and women
Mr. C. R. Lander, whose headquar-I Miss Bertha Cates returned to her will go to hear the sermon Sunday
ais-aaa aisowewsee
ters. are in Nashville, is in the city home in Madisonville today after vis- afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
by Dr."
on a business trap.
Otitis her sister, Mrs. C. E. Miller, Kirtley on "lnisuspected Virtues.",
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Leutenmayer 216 South Third street,
,It is full of optimism and makes, the
and children will leave Monday for
MISS Madge Grisby returned to her worst of us feel that we are woes
Springfield, Ill., to visit several home today, after visiting Miss Ora while.
weeks.
-Leigh and Miss Carrie 'Evans, 1438
At 3:34) o'clock Miss Hemenway;
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wilhelm Broadway.
'will give one of the best readings of
have returned from Louisville.
Judge Lawrence S. Anderson, of the Chautauqua with Wilson Bar-'
Miss Ural Jones, of Saxon, return- Mayfield, is In the city today.
:ret's "Sign of the Cross," as her subtel home yesterday after visiting Miss
Mrs. Arch Terrell returned to her ject.
Sallie Forest.
lhome in La Center today after visit- I Vesper services at 7:30 o'clock
Miss Edna Johnson went to Nash- ing the family of Mr. Jo A. Miller, with a non-sectarian form of won-ship
sale
all
We put in this
our Ladies' Tailored Suits, includrille yesterday to visit her mother, 416 South Sixth street.
,will be led by the Rev William Houring Cloth suits, in stripes, checks and solid colors, in eton or
who is in a sanitarium there.returnedidayMrtro
flg
oicdhanan returned to- quin. Songs and readings will be
B.
m
.a yB
. J. B
half litead wits, marked exceptionally 'low-at lirst, on acMrs. W. C. Eubanks has
;found in the program to be distribafter a tevo weeks' visit to friends in; Mrs. Luna Baker, of Mayfield, ar- uted. Then at 8 o'clock Dr. Krebs
count of their lite arrival, we are going to chase them out
t. Louis,
now at half sluice.
rived today to visit friends here.
twill lecture on "Three Gods or One."
Miss Catherine Thom-as, teacher in
Mr. C. R. Brower, of Mayfield, was Dr. Krebs has a way of giving his
adie'geadapto-Wear Separtment.
the Washington building, went to
-- in the city today.
,audience pre-digested science and in
Chicago, yesterday to attend thel Miss Harvey Amoss returned
to a form delightful to -everybody.
summer school of the University of
-- her home today at Cobb. after being i In the afternoon Miss Martha CarChicago.
Ithe guest of Miss Vera Johnston, roll, violinist, will play accompanied
Mr. James Luttrell has gone to
-- i Sixth and Clark streets, during com- by Miss Mary Bondurant.
Memphis for a two weeke'
mencement.
The stereoptieon lecture by Dr.
Col. John McElrath returned to
Mr. Albert Pleree, of Doniphan, Kirtley last night was attended by a l
his home In Murray yesterday, after
Mo., is in the city today the guest of magnificent audience and gave thei
visiting his sister, Mrs. J. B. Colethe Messrs. Scott.
iChautauqua promoters much enman, of Jefferson street.
I
Mrs, A. S. Burdette, of St. Louis,
Senator Carmack will come next
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee, of Memwill leave this evening for Helena, Friday certain,
phis, returned home today after viactRPENTERS AND OTHER UNArk., where she has been called by
nfeetIng With Success.
Iting relatives here.
ION MEN HEAR PRESIDENT.
the illness of her father and mother. I Success has attended the Woman's
-For Dr. Pena's.)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tandy and
, ring 41C.
Burdette will leave tomorrow club tent at the Chautauqua grounds,
-Try Whitehead's 26 cent dinner,
child have gone to Dawson Springs
Mfr.
or Clarksville, Tenn. They have and during the coming week the patI days.
Polite service.
td
Mies Verna Harrison has gone to been visiting Mrs. M. K. Scott, 233 ronage will doubtless be better. The
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400ta W. D. Hubers Comes Prom Indianapwomen are serving dinner and supCoran, Mo., to visit her father, Mr. North Fourth street.
Broadway. Phone 196.
olis To Address Mass Meeting
I
Mr. Ed McCauley, of Princeton, per, but refreshments and light
L. J. Harrison,
-The Terrell distillery closed toat Central Labor Hall.
Ilunches may be had at any hour of
Miss Josephine and
Miss Anne l was In the city today visiting.
day, the season being out.
Miss Bessie Smedley will Tuesday the day. Those in charge Monday
to
Bundesman will leave Tuesday
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozIgo to Clarksville, Tenn., to attend ty.,111 be: Mrs. James Sleeth, chairvisit friends In Little Rock.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Miss Ada Fox, of Chleago, has re- h'ouse party elven by MTS. Lee Bow-Iman; Mesdames Frank Parham, John
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. NoonA packed hall greeted W. D. HuWilliams, Roy McKinney, James Koday luncheon for ladies and gentle- ber, of Indianapolis, Ind., president turned home after visiting Mrs. A. land.
Mr. bat Threlkeld, the Smithland ger, George Wallace, Charles Thorupmen 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare. of the international Carpenters and Finney.
?son. Cook
Husbands, Ed Rivers,
Mrs. Kate Leaks, of Atlanta, Ga., attorney, is le the city.
-Colored souvenir post-cards of Joiners' union, fast evening, many laMiss 011ie Manning, of 1836 Bridge treasurer; J
K. Ferguson, John
the city. Something entirely new In dles being in attendance. President Is visiting her niece, Mrs. Henry E.
street, Mrs. Cochran, of 2410 Hays'Harth. Richard Clements, William
the line. Just arrived and are now on Huber came here to address the pub- Thompson, of South Sixth street.
Mr. Frank Donovan will return to- avenue, and Mrs. Oyde.ott, of the Gray, Charles Hall, Harry Fisher:
lic in the interest of organized labor.
sale at R. D. Clements & Co.
-We give you better carriage and He spoke in Central Labor hall on morrow to spend the summer vaca- county, went to Smtthiand today to Misses Ora Leigh, Elizabeth Sinnott,
1nceraeated.
better service for the money than North Fourth street, and the S. R. 0. tion with his parents, Colonel and visit relatives and friends. They will Ellen Smith.
probably
return
the
last
of
next
Jefferson
T.
Donovan,
1632
Mrs.
J.
Is given by any traesfer company in sign was out long before his speech
America. Fine carriages for special began. He dlicussed unionism thor- street. Mr. Donovan has been attend- week,
To June.
Tom C., the little son of Mr. and Since May, erstwhile so willing, reoccasions on short notice; also ele- oughly, and reviewed the strike situ- ing Ss. Viateur's college, BourbonFRESH MILCH cows for sale.
nais Ill.
Mrs. A. L. Powell, of 1011 South
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co ation here minutely,
fused to bring forth flowers,
Ring 95)4-1.
BryJohn
Born,
to
Mr.
Mrs.
and
-city subscribers to the Daily
Fifth
street,
is
ill
with
fever.
.
And gave us ley breath and snow In
President Roy Morgan, of the
FOR SAL16,-Fine rattan bottom
Sun wbo wish the delivery of their Carpenters' union, presided at last ant, of South Seventh street last
stead oa gentle showers,
Miss Luna Lennon and
Mrs, L. -rubber tire invalid chair. New. 113
papers stopped most notify our col- night's meeting, and speeches were evening, a daughter.
Baker and child, of Mayfield, are Though balted she at her pleasant
South Second, •
Messrs. W. L. Wilkinson and L. D. visiting friends in the city.
lectors or make the requests direct made by Messrs. Joseph Desberger,
tasks-, 'we-hope - you feel not
WARNING--1 shall not be responsto The Sun office. No attention will. L. P. Head, Gus G Singleton, J. W. Potter and families went to Cairo on
troubles,
Miss Rosa Lehrer, bookkeeper at
ible for any debts contracted by Mrs.
be paid to such orders when given Adams, of St. Louis, and G. McIn- the steamer Dick Fowler yesterday
shirk
not
your
task,
Oh,
balmy
June,
E, G. Guthrie & &initially, has recoval‘TCHELLS for-high-grade bicy- J. W. Sexton after this date. J. W.
morning and returned last night.
to carriers. Sun 'Publishing Co.
e'en though you've found it cles, 326-328 South Third street.
tyre.
ered from her recent illness and has
Sexton.
They took snap shots of many places
-A thief stripped many garments
doubled
s'
President Huber Hurt.
. ,
returned to work.
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
Phone
•
Cairo,
Interest
in
of
FOR RENT-Eight room Oda.
off a clothes line in the yard of CapBecause of May's erratic ways, but
William D. Huber, president of the
Attorney W. V. Eaton ' sill go to
2361.
•
Mr. Grant Knight, the Illinois Cenhouse with bath, 1249 Kentucky avetain W. G. IA'hitefield, Seventh street United Brotherhood
loose your zephyrs tender
of Carpenters
PASTURE for rent. Good grass nue. Mrs. Gorardey, 123 Kentucky
and Kentucky avenue, yesterday af- and Joiners of America, had his right traI car repairer. is back on duty, at- Chicago tomorrow morning to ap- And lightly touch
beauty's
with
pear in a suit that will be tried there
ter a short illness of fever,
ternoon.
avenue-Old _pleene 107,
wand until in all their splendor and plenty of water. Pitone...234_-2
ankle sprained
last
night
while
Mrs. J. J. Berry and children, 1614 Monday.
--For the best and cheapest livery alighting from a Broadway car. He
LOST-Gold watch with black fob.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
The budding flowers take on bloom,
Mr Frank Cheek has returned from
rigs. ring 14)0, either phone. Cope- was carried to the Belvedere hotel Jefferson street,' have returned from
between Jefferson and Harrison, on
and ere your bright reign closes 437 F. Levin.
school
in
Waco,
Texas,
visit,
Uniontown
after
a
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
and Dr. J. D. Robertson dressed the
We'll hail the queen of all the months
FOR SALE-hoe box almost new. I. C. R. 11, tracks. Return to 94)7
Mrs. Charles Weber and daughter,
Mr. James C. Utterback has re--Place your orders for wedding injure. While he will be unable to
Harrison street.
and crown thee with they roses. Apply 904 Kentucky avenue.
of Poplar Bluff, Mo. are visiting Mr.
turned from Frankfort.
Invitations at home. The Sun
Is walk for several days.
-FRANK V. CORR.
STRAYED--Two yearlings. One
-Phone
BR1'C-1( WORK WANTED
, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Reissman will and Mrs. Will Wright, of Ninth and
showing as great an assortment as
white steer weighing about 550
1562.
bridal
Monroe
streets,
their
evening
from
return
this
you will find anywhere. at -prices
,
BROORPORT.
_
L-_.eds Filed.
pounds, one speckled heifer weighMr. Gus Covington, of Mayfield, arFOR RENT--Booms furnished or
east. They will visit Mrs.
much loveer than you will have to
Brookport, 1l., June 15.- The trip In the
Potter to .1. B. Richardson,
ing about 450 pounds. Finder please
L.
D.
days
and
rived in the city today at noon.
unfurnished, 520 North Sixth,
pay elsewhere.
Rev. S. B. Yoder, of the Baptist Charles Kiger for several
property on Broadway, $1 and other
notify F. Terrell, 217 South- Third
Perry. of
Mrs. Lula
Jackson,
--The St. Mary's academy enter- church, at this place, preached his then go to their home in Clinton, Ill.
WHITE COOK wanted, old phone street. Old phone 1008-a.
considerations.
Owen
went
to
CalThe
J.
Tenn.,
is
visiting
Rev.
T.
Mrs.
Fred
West,
707
1658.
tainment will take place Wednesday farewell sermon Sunday night at the
W. C. O'Bryan to J. B. Dycus, prop
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
afternoon, June 19, at 4 o'clock, In- Baptist church, and will in a short vert City this morning to hold :ter- South Thirteenth street,
THREE solicitors wanted. Apply Frank Hagerty have formed a parterty in the O'Bryan addition, $65.
vices.
stead of 2:30 as advertised.
time move to Texas. He has been
Fuaniture
store,
203
J.
Acree
C.
Sherrill-aussel Lumber- company
nership to do all ninds of plastering,
Mr. P. S. Sweetser, of the Paaucah
-Delma Williams, colored, 22 here for over a year, and during the
to D. L. Carson. property in Foun- South Third street.
and the office will be at Weikel's
this
left
company,
and
Power
Light
months old, died at 14107 South time there have been 25 accessions
tain park addition, $24t).
office, .126 South Fourth. Estimates
EATe at Whitehead's restaurant,
morning for the east via. Jamestown.
Tenth street this morning and will be to the church.
Johnson
to Florenre
Indiana
BEST 25 cent meals in City at -sheerfully given at any time.
will
weeks,
and
two
will
be
gone
He
buried tomorrow morning in Oak
Schulte, property at Sixth and Jack Whitehead's,
home in Boston. His poSHARES ADVANCE----$50.00 July
Grove cemetery.
J. W. Davis has bought the gro- visit his old
son streets, $36.
Mr.
here is being filled by
sition
room for 1st. Subscribe now. $5 monthly InONE NICE furnished
cery store of John /Williame at PaduSENATOR CARMMIi. WILL COME
Johnson,
John
McCollier
to
T.
Fred Wade.
stallments. Dividends guaranteed:
Weary Willie reading -Dc qual- cah.
HERE FRIDAY NIGHT.
property on West Clay street. $225. rent. With all modern conveniences. 6:000 stockholders. Report with 30
!are Mary Boyd, of Lowes Cross
Gentlemen
713
Inquire
at
ities a woman requires in a husband
preferred.
•
Kentucky realty company to R. L.
photos free. International Lumber
Kentucky avenue,
are neatneee, cleanliness industry,
-See Moving Pictures at the Park Roads, arrived this morning to visit
Johnson, property in the MocquotBoyd.
:Coe Philadelphia, Pee'
Attorney
A.
E.
son.
her
sobriety, htmesty and courage!
all this week
FOR SALE-- 500 shares Mer
$1e0.
addition,
Taylor
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STUFF 12 HOURS
Into One Hour With One
of Hart's Washers

dome 14xeeptional Values in

I

12
Hour
Washing
Easily
Done in
One
Hour

Suring `Our' )utte Vlearance dale

I

BIG MEETING

t.

;With
Hart's
Washing
Machine
It will
Greatly
Surprise
You

Hart has a large line to select from. Some do
all the work, even to turning the crank; while
a little effort is needed on the others.

1
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6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

CHAUTAUQUA
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its 1•01101.004 of power.'' It* is 0. W. /awake. pastor.
lee wel go W I
shown that if the Standard sold Mayfield this afternoon to
preach foe,
through jobbers it probably would the pastor tomorrow. Children's
da
have to charge approximately the exercises will occupy the 11
o'clock
same price for all of US products In hour at the Trimble Street church
'a given section.
The independent tomorrow and the Rev. W J. Naylor
211.213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Ky.
refinere, at the same time, would will preach at night.
'have the same access to the entire
The following is the program for
!market, and their competition would the children's service, beginning at
Counuisisigner of Corporations affect the price.
11 a. In.:
shown
report
the
its
in
It
that
-the
Organ Voluntary.
Practical Horse Shoeing. 309 South Fourth St.
Reports
Standard Oil company, owing to the Song, Chtidren's Praise (by school)
I lit t...ittrasi Work tiutaratnteoti.
No. 675, Methodist Hymnal.
fact that it markets oil over an enorte.ues a Fetal
mous area, has an immense advanPrayer by C. W. Morrison.
OLD PHONE 2067
Firms Tell of Schemes to Drive tage over its competitors. It can cut
Responsive Reading.
prices in any 'town where they seek Song, The Holy City, by Miss Edythe
(' petitors Out of Business in
a foothold, while it maintains its
Morrison.
All Fields,
profits everywhere else--Ta condition Creed (all standing) by school and
which could not exist if it did busiCongregation.
Lord's Prayer by School.
netts through jobbers. A separate reDELIVERS TO OWN CUSTOMERS. port is being prepared by the bureau Song, Little Sunbeams, by Infant
-tease.
which will show the astonishing difMiss S. L. Jackson
ferences in prices as between the dif- Bible Reading
ferent sections of the country and Song, Golden Harps Are Sounding,
We list in our directory over 3,000 subWashington, June 15—rin the com- different towns
By School. ,
in the same state.
scribe rs and more than three-fourths are
pleted report of the commissioner of
What. the ktandard loses by cutting Recitation, The Eleventh Hour, by
corporations, a summary of whie.h
Lois Aycock.
exclusive East Tennessee subscribers ?
prices where the independents are
was printed several weeks ago, there
active It makes up by excessive rates Introductory Dialogue, MIRSea Ruby
Call Contract Department No.. 300.
is an additional chapter on the methDarnell and Geneva Clayton.
elsewhere.
ods of marketint employed by the
Song, Hark, Ten Thousand Harps
Independents Are Fearful.
Standard Oil company, as a result of
and Voices, by School.
Independent concerns are afraid
which it has been enabled to estabBy Six Children
to enter new markets, because they
esh a practical monopoly of the
RecitationsgRe
Remember the Sabbath Day,
must establish tank stations and tank Song,
whole country in the furnishing of
Bibisn
School,
ch
S
m
wagon deliveries to bring the cost of
petroleum.
By Miss
Reeves
the product within a reasonable fig- Recitation...nBy
Papers were sent out by the buRecitation
By Theldred Puckett
ure
They know that the Standard
r.eiu containing detailed questions
Song, An Open Bible fol. tVe World,
will let them go to this expense and
Pania=alja=.
.
1 0adaarEGNICZ=1=C=Z;IMMIillaiWI
—which dealers were
School.
requested to then will cut prices
on them in a limanswer. Reports were received from
Recitation, Flowers. By Four Girls
ited area, going. without hesitation,
Recitation
5,197 dealers. Of thew the startMiss Lucy Newhouse
below the actual cosi to the StandSong, Hosanna to the Song of David,
ling number of 5,064, or neasly 941
ard itself.
per cent reported purchases oe thet
by School.
It seems to be evident, as suggeet•
Recitation. Song of the Harpers, by
Standard's oil front Standard eoned by the bureau of corporations, the
etens or jobbers. Only a trifle over'
Six Primary Pupils.
Standard can afford this price cutRecitation
9 per cent of the entire number pur-I
Miss Mary 13olton
ting while the independents cannot.
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found in the
Song, Jesus Will Never Forget
chased oil at all from any of the inIt is declared in the final report of
dependent companies.
School.
the bureau, and it will be shown in a
Rending, Racycle and Laclede Bicycles. TERMS EASY.
Red Wald on
There were, hr course, some fIrms
Miss Annie Bethel
future report on the subject, that the RecIt
Miss Genela Ballowe
ehIch purchased both from the Stand
Standard 011 company
has never, RecitationMiss Mahala
ttrd and from the Independents, but
King
Sold and guaranteed by
given to the public, any part of the Recitation
by a different system of computation,
By Five Girls
advantage due to its economies in Duet, by Misses
Clara Rhodes and
,it is shown, avoiding dupliaatiou,
transportation, refining and marketClara Scott,
that the Standard Oil company sold
ing, but, on the contrary,has charged Recitation
By Lela Newhouse
cxeusively to about SO per cent of
monopoly prices which, on the aver Speeeh, Our Offering..
.Charlie Lee
all the dealers. This gives one a
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
age for the country as a whole, are Pantomime, Nearer
My God to Thee,
fair idea of the extent to which this
much
larger
than
would exist under
New Phone 481-a
by Mise Genets Bailowe,
enormous monopoly has gripped the
Old Phone 743
a competitive system.
Solo
Washburn
rieD.
country. Practically
speaking, it
Song
Secret of Standard's Power.
Amea
controls the entire oil busluess, for
it wee terause the Standard 011 Special music... by Jackson's 'Band
The Independents are -*tattered over a
THIRD STREET—The Rev, P. H.
large territory, and in many cases company was determined to control
75 JUMP INTO SEA.
Ale Yes!
pastor. Services will be held
they do business only lby sufferance. the- entire petroleum business of the
morning, afternoon and evening at
(Pittsburg Port.)
country
that
Delivery
it
practically
Helps
elonopoiy.
put
itself
•
Passengers on Steamer tlo Ovcrimare We are glad when spring
With this statement of aetual mo- Into direct connection with retailers. tent on South Fifth street. No serWhen She Steikes.
Returns once more,
nopoly as a basis, it is interesting to There are no oil jobbers or whole- vices at the church.
We love the vines that cling
TENNESSEE STREET—The proNome, ,Alaska, -Nue 13.- ---";
notice that the Standard has estab- salers, as such. They are all agents
Around the door,
probably
steamship Ohio struck on the le-4 at
be
•
lished an admirable system of dis- of the great monopoly. The Stand- tracted meeting will
We love the morning whiff
I'ort Safety yesterday. A huge h
tributing its products. It is a sys- ard 011 company flys the price at brought to a close. The Rev. Mr
Of ozone, but
was slo't' in the ship's. bow end Os;'
• tem which not only facilitates the disi which its product shall be sold to Wise wil: return to his home in Madisonville, and the Rev. T. J. Owen
Ne!--:-;e1 began to 1111 rapidly. A pantie! N1Vd like spring better if
tribution but which is largely re- every retailer-in every town. It can,
went to Calvert City today,'but will
It would stay put.
resulted among the passengere
and it does, •make the price on one
sponsible for the monopoly itself.
return this evening. The meeting haa
fore the life boats -;eluld be lowered
Most people know that crude pe- side of a river which is different
a
more than 75 persons had tummei
notier----"Yon want a thick pair of troleum is run in pipes to the re- from that exacted .on the other been a great aueetes.
MECHANICSBLRG— The Rev. J.
into the wetet. Two .white nee] am: socks, then, sir?"
finery, then it is largely shipped in bank. It cuts its prices to correa Chinaman were drowned. flu* ter
Cuatomer (very much married)— tionordinary tank cars for transports- spond exactly to that of its competi- L. Perryman, pastor. Usual services
will be 'laId tomorrow.
the 'effoils of the eetipe ofr•-_n- -in -Ye,
on land and by tank steamers on tors, and it keeps its prices cut in
‘• wilereell'e I "tell ecslj going
niglat."--e_Meggendorier tile ocean and greet iakee,
elosing the bulkheads_ of. equip:sie- upstairs at
- seat territory only wblie that- eon-sSalvation Army.
rt-1(.1am one hnd two, disaetrous lore Matter.
After the tank car arrives at the Petitor is doing business,
Sunday morning, Fees and Broad01 life must have resulted. When cedistributing station the oil is run byl • In the beginning the Standard
Oil way, 10 a. m.; Fourth and Broadder was restored amone the paee-aDaily
receipts of transatlantic gravity or pumped into storage tanks company was created by railroad die- way,
11 a. m.; Third and Broadway.
goes the vessel backed of the he and freight received In the port of New There are many hundreds of tank;crimination.
Today it owes its re- 2. o'clock; inside meeting at 3 p. me.
returned to Nome bat11\
leek alh011lit to 23.900 WY'S.
stations in the United States, and inimarkahle monopoly to its personal Fourth
and Broadway, 7 p. m.; inthe densely populated districts theykontrol of the meant( of marketing side meeting
8 p. nt. Meetings every
are not more than ten or fifteen its own product and delivering
it dl- night except Monday. Headquarters
miles apart.
rectly to the retailer.
at 130 Broadway.
The most common'Inethod of de•
livering oil to the dealer is by tank
Christian Science.
wagons, and these vehicles are often
SERVICES—Sunday, 10:30 a. in.:
used for conveying oil direct to tEe
We ineedny, 7:30 p. m.; Sunday
consumer. Besides that, they carry
sehccl at 9:30 a. in. Hall 527 1-2
cel trona the tank station to the surBroadway. Public invited.
rounding towbs. In addition to these
wholesale means of delivery, there
Church Notes,
are packages, er barrels, or cane
The Woman's Home Mission sociEpiscopal.
which convey the el in small quan.
GRACE—The Rev. D. C. Wright, ety, Trimble street auxiliary,
will
titles direct to the consumer, througt rector. Holy communion
at
2:30
7:30 ea. m. meet Monday afternoon
the retail dealer.
Sunday school 9:30 a. m. Morning o'clock with Mrs. C. P. Houseman.
Is One of "Main Itniviarks."
prayer and special sermon
10:45. 1621 Harrison street.
The peculiar feature of the oil Evening prayer and sermon 7:30.
business Vihich is, exploited by the
Reason Named.
bureau of corporaNtis lies in the
One day some Americans on a visPrenhyterian.
fact that there really is nothing at
CUMBERLAND— The RPV, Jos- it 10 Wales expressed a wish to see
all which makes it necessary, as a eph elcheskey, pastor. Services
ev- certain oki and historic church. The
business preposition, that the Stand- ery Sunday at county court
incumbent was only too pleased to
house.
ard Oil company should itself deKENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev. show them around, especially as he
liver oil directly to the retailer with- J. R. Henry, pastor. Usual services. believed it would end in a donation
out the intervention of jobbers
Morning subject: "Children of God." being given to his parochial funds.
It is found by the bureau, howHe is as proud' of the school as he
is of the church, and finished up by
ever, that "the sytem, in fact, conChristian.
tributes greatly to the success( of the
FIRST—The .Rev. Samuel
B. asking them in there also, and invitStandard's policy of price discrimi- Moore, pastor. Morning subject: ing them to question the exholars.
One of the -party accepted the innation, or predatory competition. "Two Fold Salvation." Evening subhich is one of the main bulwarks of ject: "Handwriting on the Wall." vitation.
"Can Tou tell me little boy," said
Junior Endeavor will meet 2:30
he to one lad, "who George Washingo'clock in the afterncon.
TENTH
STREET-- The
Rev. ton was?"
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EX"las surr," said he, "he was a
George H. Farley, pastor. Limaf
CURSION BULLETIN.
morn:ng service. Evening subject: 'Merrycan gen'ral."
"Quite right," said the American.
"Great Catastrophes—Are They Pro"And can you tell me what George
vidential?"
Washington was remarkable for?"
"lee sum: 'he was remarkable 'cos
Baptist.
FIRST--The
the
Rev. C,alvIn
M. 'e was/ a 'eterrycan an' told
•
Thompson, pastor. Morning anbjeet: trewth."
The American didn't question far"Gains That 1.ead to Serious Tees."
Evening subject: "A Fallen Churn." ther.—Casseles Journal.
TWELFTH STREET— The Rev.
The following reduced rates
Every occasion for pessimism is a
.1. R. Clark, pastor. Owing to the abare announced:
sence of the pastor the .Rev. T. B. call to Improvement.
Los Angeles, Cal.—Electric
Rouse wet preach tomorrow evening
Medical Association, June 8th
Sunday school at 2:30 o'clock in the
to 15th; limit August 31st.
afternoon,

STANDARD OIL CO.
HAS FINE METHOD

StTURDAT, jUNIS

uch691tillips 410.
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JAS. M. COLLINS CO.

DID YOU KNOW?

, EAST TENNES§I.JILEPHONE CO.

Ease Elegance Economy

Jaturdaq 'fight

tne Yiour
ctle
7:30 to 5:30
tOnlq

S. E. MITCHELL

4. AT THE CHURCHES

4'

Cut out the

Drudger) of Cooking
by installing a

GAS RANGE

The Paducah(light & Power•Co,
•

Round trip, 160.50.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y —
Knights
Temp ar—$26.20,—
July 2nd to
inclusive,
good returning until July 16,
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
of
$1.400
extra.
Through
sleeper from Paducah to Buffalo, on train 104, 1:33 a. in.,
Saturday, July 6.
lelPhiladelphia— B. P. O. E.—
$24.W0, July 11th to 14th inclusive, good reterning until
July Pard with privilege of
extension until
July
31st.
Through sleeper from Paducah, leaVP0 on train 104, July
14th. 1:33 a. m.

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Firth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffice
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

50 doz. Ladies' White Lisle
Finished Vests, mercerized
silk tape, regular 10c
value for - - - - 7C
25 pieces 40 inch Sheer
French Lawn, a 20c 1 A
value for - I 9.10
2 pieces all colors 19 inch
Taffeta, our regular 75c
value, for this hour, A lin
per yard - - 20 pieces 30 inch Sea Island
Muslin, for this hour,
per yard - - - C
20 pieces fast colored Ginghams, from our regular 10c stock, per yd. - I
50 doz. Women's fast black
cotton, lisle-finished
seamless Hose, pair - 1C

German.
EVANGELICAL- -The Rev. William Bourquin. pastor. Usual morn'ng -services, but no evening service,
owing to the service at the Chanteuella
LUTHERAN-- Usual services NrIll
be heel tomorrow by the Rev Paul-F.
Bente.

Unknown 6pecial

Roman Catholic,
ST FRANCIS DE SALES— The
Rev. 14. W. Jansen, pastor.
The
Knights of Colunieue
will attend
MaRitt at '10:30 o'clock in the morning as a hotly. There will De 150
regular members and, fully 150 visitera present. Mass at 8 o'clock In the
morning and vespers at 7:30 o'clock
et the evening.
Methodist.
BROADWAY --The Rev, W. T.
Boehm , pastor. Morning subject:
"Giving aometh4ng to Est." Usual
service wt. evening hoar.
TRUISM STREET— The Rey

Don't forget the unknown special this
Saturday night,for it
is the best one yet
put forward. Besides
from this unknown
we give below some
most attractive values for this hour's
selling.

no
Powell-Rogers Co.
Incorpor•led
129 North Third fit•

Yhone `Orders
`charges at Vhese firiees.
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The KING of
KIDNEY
GLOBES DIAMONDS.I

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE

0 *reef

••

••

By Louis Tracy,

4

Author of "Wings of the Morning
.
," "The Pillar of
Light." Etc.
se***
0***
I***
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was not he, but his packet of diamonds.
that evoked wonder. And had not
Ixameteits the great merehant anel expert, apprOaed 'them openly! Wee it
posteible that those dirty white 1/vitCall, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
iate; could lie endowed with sueli potenAN1ONG
VETERANS,
tiality! Fifty thonsand pounds! There POPULAR
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MONO'BACK s/s
WHO
sTAIND
AT INME,
were men in the room, and not confined to the unwashed, whose palates
dried and tongues swelled at the notion.
W'artier has No Inch'. 28 Colleges. 111 .rears' success. Address; Druidgeten'e Prat iit al ituentese
nee bin To Its-wierd
(Continued in Next Issue.)
Homier
College Co., Incorporated,
IS
Guitrals With allmiry.

SERVICE PENSIONS

Great Summer Discount

'RAMON'S BUSINESSCOLLEGES

BODIES FOUND

GRAYMo„,t,
SON SPRINGS

K.

Washington, June 15.—Since the
McCumbee service, pension act ha,
gone, info effect and thousands of
noted waters and baths in Ameriea
(Continu
rom Yesterday.)
ELEVEN
vicrialS OF NAVAL veteran; of the Civil war have apTI-II
IDEAL PA.N1ILY IRESAC:)14 -1'
Sir William Crookes or any eminent
After a,pdibllng Journey through
LAUNCH ACCIDENT RAISED.
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Wake Up! There Are Many Sound Reasons Why You Should Buy Everything at This Store
When yon buy elSewhere you are working against your interest. Heie? are four reasons why we sell cheap: let. We are not on Broadway. 2nd. We do not sell on credit. 3d. We buy chiefly from cash manufacturers in large lots. 4th. We
are not extravagant. We are not on Broadway; we are glad of it. This place suits us. It's on a clean, broad, pleasant thoroughfare, Dia the business center of the city. This location enables us to conduct business with less than half the
etpenae. We do not sell on credit. Other stores tax cash customers for losses sustained by delinquent credit customers; levies tribute from you to compensate credit losses. We are not extravagant. Do you grasp the meaning of these words
and comprehend their close connection with your purse? This is not an extravagant store. Merchandise values are the featius§ foremost here, values that are wholesome and distinctive. Value is the great factor which is made possible here
by reason of this store's location and methods of doing business. No retailer buys and sells merchandise more advantageously to the public than this store. What more expense it costs other stores to do business than it does this store
eventually comes out of your pocket. Extraordinary and great values in every one of this big store's many departments will be on sale here the coming week.
Back of its prices are the best of
silk values.
27-inch Colored Chinas 35e to 49e.
36-Inch black Taffetas 85c to $1.15
worth regularly up to $1.50.
19-inch Colored Taffetas 50c to
57c, worth regular up to 71ic.
DRESS GOODS.
The greatest values in Paducah.
All woolen dress materials suitable
for summer wear are being reduced
in prices to clear them out now. If
you appreciate money-saving prices,
being us sour dress goods wants, 19c.
25c,. Vie, 39c, 49c, 69e, 89c, worth
lots more.
50 DIFFI•MENT STYLE OF WAISTS
,
The greatest Waist Values In Pa-

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER MILLINERY
Whets other store* try to equal our
•bats at•our prices, they fail, because
of their expense and lack of outlet.
We mike and sell them 'by the thousand and every year the business Is
Increasing in leaps and bounds.
Great values linked with ungssestIonable styles, have given given uslhis
millinery supremacy. Extraordinary
and special values will be on sale
here every day the coming week. A
new line of black and white Sailors
lust received.
BEAUTIFUL SILKS ARE FLYING
OUT AT BARGAIN PRICES.
This store looks to width, most of
Its prices; are based on wide widths.

prices no higher than you will have
to pay others for ill-fitting, poorlyconstructed skirts. Prices down to
$1,50, up, up, up to $12.50.
FLOOR MATTINGS.
We are conducting a special sale
of China and Japanese Mattinge. We
ate showing them in neat effect at
the lowest prices In the city. They
are ideal for summer, because they
look so cool and are so easy to
clean.
Excellent qualities, 12 1-2c, 15r.
17 1-2c, 19 1-2c and 24c a yard.
7-foot Window Shades, 25c each,
Cottage Poles Complete 10e each,
Extension Curtain Rods, 10 each.

ducah. White Lawns and white China
Sek, beautifully trimmed. Too many
to describe. From 50e up by easy
stages to $3.50- each.
WHITE WASHABLE SKIRTS.
Splendid Values at $1, $1.35,
$1,50 and $2.
Linen Colored Crash Skirts, very
serviceable, ,neatly made, attractive
- styles, $1.50 and $1.75.
FANCY GRAY SKIRTS,
Ten or fifteen splendid $7.50 and
$8.50 skirts, some checks, some
plaids, will be on sale until cleared
out the coming week, at only $5 each.
Hundreds of skirts and more coniing. The right hanging, the right
looking, the correct tailoring, at

MEN'S 'Sums.
lie who hesitates to come here will
lose a great chance to get a genuine
suit bargain.
We have about six hundred suits
to clear out to get ready for our big
purchases for tall.
No such suit vaffites can be had
elsewhere in Pad,ucab at our prices,
We will make it to your ise--est to
come here and look them over.
CARTER'S OVERALLS AND
JUMPERS.
.
We have almost every size in stock
and more Coming. Materials have
advanced but we are still selling
these cejebrated Railroad Overalls at
80e a pair instead of $1.
,

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES.
Here is a chance to save money I to
that trunk or suit case you wat t.
Too many kind to tell you about. Is
Interested come to see them.
A JUNE SALE OF OXFORDS.
For men, women and children. In
this sale there are every grade, sty le
and kind.
Women's Occford and Pumps fAs171
75c a pair up to,$3.50.
Chllerepet Oxford from 50c a pa Ir
up to $1.28.
Misses' Oxfords from 75c a pa Ir
up to $1.50 a pair.
Men's Oxfor•Is from $1.50 up
$4 a pafis

North Third Street

Harbour's Department Store

JUST OFF BROADWAY
*ANN

Cairo Alderman Wins an Elegant
WHEN

Coffin Chucking Dice With Saloonist

You Usually
Want it at Once
----T H E

r

Sun JobRooms
Phone 358-R

Does all kinds of printing

Cairo, III., June 15
Some days banter broke out in a challenge from
ago Alderman Beergois and John Alderman Bourgois to Mr. Ashley
Ashley, the well known saloon man, that they throw dice to see. which
had a bit of business of an unusual was the better man, and as a stake
nature, says Dui Bulletin, by which the finest coffin in Cairo was to be
the latter may them to have "taken bought by the loser for the winner.
time by the forelock," in a manner Mr. Ashley was not in a mood to be
net often heare of. One reads many - bluffed" and he accepted the chal!tales, more or lees thrilling, in his- lenge. The "first dash out of the
tory and romance telling of pledges box" was to decide the proposition.
and compacts that are strange and Mr. Bourgois threw first and
got
thrilling in a way, and this little af- three lives, which is an excellent
fair
tween the two citizens named throw and Mr. Ashley felt himself a
is similar to these. Messrs. Bourgois loser, but he picked. • up the box,
l
and Ashley were in the hatter's place shook it vigorously, ratted the bones
lof business on Conlmarcial avenue out on the counter and three, -Six
!engaged In picaeant conversation spots smiNtel at him in a most, win!about various things, in which Al- ning way.
derman Burke joined. The talk was
Mr. Ashley has not yet chosen his
good natured anti more or less ban- prize and he hesitates somewhat
tering, having no particular aim. All about claiming it; but he may have
felt good and perhaps Messrs. flour- it set aside for him to be held till he
gots and Ashley felt somewhat care- shall need it, which, his many friends
less as well. At any rate the spirit of hope may' be'inany years hence.

FINANCIERS
We have the men who know
how to do your woth just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any printing-probanly we can save
you some money. We know
we can give von satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly,

seng of the Tramp.
I The Bohemian.)
Hurrah fer de halcyon days of June!
Dm's de days dat put me In tune;
Nothin' ter do but lay in de sun,
While de hugs and de bees all over
me run.
•
Holy smtike, what a jolly life,
No bills ter pay; no seohlin' wife!
I'm away from de city. loud noise
and strife,
Ah, give me Juna!
Frightened Actor-The leading, lais tearing her hair! Stage Manager-Well, what of it? It isn't her
hair -Detroit Free Press.

OW.

ISSUE AGAINST HARRRIAN COMBINATIONS.

Will Enter Suit to Compel Rescinding of Merger of Parallel
Lines,

New York, June le.-According to
information given to the press today by the senior partner of one of
the greatest law firms in the financial
distriA, a combination of financiers
has been formed and will stand behind legal proceedings shortly to he
begun in an !effort to compel the
Union Pacific Railroad company to
dispose of all the stocks in parallel
or competing lines recently purchased by the Union Pacific company.
It is the intention of these financiers, says the attorney to take no
action until the stockholders have
voted in favor of the mortgage and
bond issue in the meeting called for
Saturday in Salt Lake City.' If the
stockholders approve the bond issue,
the suit will be begun both in the
stated and federal courts.
The exact date of filing it has not
hetet decided on, the attorney says,
tint the
it will probably be on record by July to, on wt:ch date the
right of stockholders to subscribe to
the bonds will expire.
This ,pit will be in' substance an
astion to restrain the Union Pacific
front f
utIng any mortgage to secure the proposed bond issue. or, if
the mortgage be already executed,
then to restrain the issue of the
bonds. The suit will also demand
that all stocks in question he disposed
of immediately.
•Question ea Dollere.

At this season the

serge

suit always surges into pop.

p

ularity.

scmething
about 2 blue serge that
always holds its own if you
own the right kind.
There's

-
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River Report.
37.2
Cairo
Chattanooga ..
11.2
Cincinnati
37.6
27.4
Evansville
7.8
Florence
Johnsonville .
11.7
Louisville
12.4
Mt. Carmel
11.1
Nashville ..
.22.7
13.9
Pittsburg
St. Louis
22.9
Mt. Vernon
26.7
Paducah
28.0

.
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0.9
1.3
2.6
1.1
0.7
1.2
0.7
2.6
0.4
4.1
0.3
0.8
1,0

rise

rise
rise
rise
fall
rise
rise
tall
fall
rise
fall
rise
rise
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$7.340 to
Jinks-ls Scribbler's new book out?
Winks-Yes, but I don't know hoW
Much.
The woes! suited In 'the best Osumi
haw leen see/boned forty years.

Use

Sun want ads. tor results,

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to. the beer in pre.
digested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.
,

Paducah Brewery Co.

Cordial

1
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•

Physicians agree that Belvedere Beer
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.

Apropos to the unusual rise in the
river here now it is an interesting
fact that the highest point in Paducah is not over 1i541 feet from the
water's edge, and should
by any
means the river reach the flood stage
of 1884, this spot would be practically the (Infs. place in the city Inundated. Halfway between Broadway
and Kentucky avenue on Fleet street,
the H. A. Petter Supply company
OVER
TAKE
FELLOWS
ODD
store occupies this high, ground. In
IA)NGFELIA)W BUILDING. 1884 when Fourth street and Broad was was navigable, this store had
water
only to the edge of the floor
Fellows
Odd
Paducah lodges of
took poseesslon of the Longfellow and it never got , into the building.
school property at Fifth street and Kentucky avenue is much lower and
Kentucky avenue today, this being high water would go down this street
the date agreed: on in the esestract before It even would approach the
Made when the Odd Fellows bought Petter store, and Broadway on the
the property. While the plaps are other side of the crest, is jute as low.
not yet ready to call for bids, no de- Jefferson street two blocks north, is
lay will be caused, the architect hav- covered in an ordinary rise in the
ing been instructed to have every- river, and Washington street, two
thing ready that work on the build- blocks south, is only slightly higher
than Jefferson sfreet. The Petter
ing begin within the mouth.
store is one of the oldest in the city
and has marks from cannon shots reRelease of It.
ceived in the civil war.
The river today Is fully three times
as high as It was on the same date
hue year. The stage this morning
was 28 feet following a rise of 1 foot
in the last 24 hours. The stage on
the same date last year was 9.2,
Captain J. B. Flasch, business
manager of the Marine Engineers'
association, received a letter this ,
morning from W. F. Yates, national
president, that he would not make
the proposed trip down the rivers planned for Sunday.
now owing to the high stage of the
The Salino will arrive from the
water. He will make the trip next Tennessee river probably Monday,
fall. President Yates got into Cap- and the 'Savannah will arrive from
tain Flasch's teritory, as farts Pitts- St. Louis early next week.
burg, and congratulate' him on the
Capt. Mark Cole, of the steamer
fine condition of the association.
Dick Fowler, is an old-timer on the
The Fannie Wallace will be lifted river, In his early days he was
on the dry desks Monday morning steamboating out of the Ohio tribufor repairs. The advance boat for taries in Virginia and he remembers
Emerson's showboat is being repaired towing crude oil In barges almost as
at the dry docks today.
they tow coal now. The oil was run
The Russell-Lord will arrive from or pumped into the barges and towed
dri j/..4‘
..
.;
the Tennessee river Sunday with a to the refineries, where It was pubped
Phoebes-Grace Homely is quite ill, I tow of ties for the Ayer-lsord Tie out again. The barges were covered
company anti will go on to St. Louis with tight decks to protect the oil;
believe.
Virenla--Yes; she's developed chron- to unload,
but on one occasion one barge in a
The Jim T. Duffy left today for fleet caught fire and blew the deck
ic hysteria.
the
Cumberland
river
after
another
Mewls,
- What's the C11414444 of it? IS°
off and blazed up at once. It took
tow of ties.
you know?
hard and quick work to save the rest
The Georgia Lee arrived this af- of. the fleet, hut it was done. The
V!rgtnia- Sotnt
y foolishly told her
that alto looked beautiful 'when she ternoon from Cincinnati with a big burning barge was cut out and perlaugbed.
trip and left for Memphis late in the mitted to float down'
earn, if beday.
ingoimpossible to get near it. Another
The John Hopkins cleaned up the time a barge sprung a leaks' and went
The old man has diseharged the
business; at the wharfboat 'day for down the oil floating on top of the
new office boy.
the Evansville trade.
What for?
river caught fire Rad there was a
All day the Kentucky has kept a blaze for several miles on the surface
Ohl he sent him nut rev a dollar's
worth of cigars 'and the boy came ,string of musters busy loading for of tt .s water, which moved down with
hack with two flfty-centege-lenho the Tennessee river trip tbits evening the current. This was before the days
at 6 o'clock.
Statesman.
of the Standard Oil company.-Cairo
Many bad planks were found in Bulletin.
the hull of the ("timberland, the government boat on the ways, and it will
Official Forecasts.
he several weeks before the repairs
The
Ohio
from Evansville to Cairo
barge
was
put
are finished. A big
Into the river today from the ways. will continue rising during the next
There Is now sufficient
The Dunbar will arrive Sunday three days
nieht from Nashville and wait until water in sight to give Cairo a stage
Monday at noon before starting for
Clarksville.
To Taxpayers:
The Joe Wheeler will he in from
tou are hereby respettfully remin,leti that the first half of your Chattanooga Sunday and Wednesday
city tax is now due. This friendly no- at noon will start on the long return
tice Is intended to save you from trip,
The Joe Fowler will arrive Sunforgetfulness, which might cost you
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING
it) per rent. penalty.
day morning from Evansville and lay
Would, earnestly request all who sip until Monday morning, the reguTHAT'S NO LONGER WANTcan conveniently do so, to call to the lar leaving time.
city treasurer's office soon as possible
A pet on the Dirk Fowler is /4
ED,"*ANT-AIWKRTISIC" IT
and thus Avoid the crowd that unit- "dummy" dog. Despite the fact that
m,ly throng the office on the last few he can't hear, he manage. to live
/31. Ten per cent. le added to all the perilous life of ateamboating,
laspilid June bills, after July 1. Call The Dick Fowler with the band
early and arcat:y
playing pair, out for, Cairo this
irentrs very- fitly,
Itilkosetatrir 'tonight to
nmentrig•
JOHN J. DORIAN, City Treasurer.
rest 'Sunday. ' N,p excursions are

Mid-Summer
Greeting

It's never out of place
in any place, and the place
to get the best is here.

741T11:
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400-413 ellaVellAIL
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Phone 408.

of about 37.5 feet by Sunday morn-,continue rising during the next 24
hours.
frig.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
The Ten,,essee at Florence will fall
tonight and Saturday. At 1R4verton continue filling.
and Johnsonville will continue rising
during the next 12 hours, then fall.
A true reformation must begin at
The Mississippi at Cheater will eon t'he upper end.-German.
tinue rising during the next 12 hours •
and become
stationary
Saturday.
For the traveler the best guideFrom below Chester to Cairo
will book is a checkbook.

THIS

We Have

HALL RACK

Them From

$6.50

$6.50!o $70

This store is chock full of handsome furniture, priced reasonably. The money you spend
here is invested for comfort-a good investment.
Drop in and let us show you ouri immense
displays for comfort-making things, and how
easily you can be their owner.
A dollar down and a dollar a week enables
you to replace any bit of furniture without feeling the expense,
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